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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The 45-minute video above, "Monopoly — Follow the Money," provides a comprehensive overview

of who really owns the world. As it turns out, the vast majority of the world's assets are owned by

just two investment Crms — BlackRock and the Vanguard Group.

Combined, they have ownership in nearly 90% of all S&P 500 Crms,  and through their investment

holdings they secretly wield monopoly control over all industries. In short, the idea that there is

competition in the marketplace is a clever illusion.

BlackRock Is Buying Up Homes

By now you may be familiar with the World Economic Forum slogan, "By 2030, you will own

nothing." To that end, BlackRock and other investment Crms are currently buying up every single-

family home they can Cnd, making cash offers of 20% to 50% above-asking price.

Depending on where you live, you may have noticed that homes are selling within hours of being

listed, making house hunting nearly impossible. Home buyers in my home state of Florida are

certainly experiencing this phenomenon.

Investment Crms are also buying up entire neighborhoods. As just one example, a 124-home

neighborhood in Conroe, Texas, was bought for $32 million — 20% above listing — by Fundrise

LLC, a real estate crowdfunding company, which then turned around and made all the homes into

single-family rentals (SFRs).

According to investment experts, SFRs are "exceptionally attractive investment assets," and this

is one aspect driving the trend. Demographic changes such as millennials starting families and

affordability constraints are also said to be driving factors.  But that really does not fully explain

what's happening.

The War Against Private Property

Buying a home has been part of the American dream since the founding of this country. It's been

a signiCcant part of Cnancial success and security. Now, lower to middle class Americans are

being intentionally positioned to become permanent renters, which means they cannot build

equity. Their ability to purchase a home, even if they can afford it, is being stripped from them by

companies that can outbid them with cash offers.

In a recent episode of "60 Minutes" (above), Lesley Stahl actually did a good job exposing why

home prices are going through the roof. It's not just that these investment companies can snap

up homes with the click of a button, but they're also artiCcially driving up prices of both homes

and rents.

For example, rents in Jacksonville, Florida, rose an average of 31% in 2021, and Austin, Texas,

saw rents jump by 40%. The reason appears to be twofold: We're not building enough housing,

and what is being built is being bought by corporate landlords at above-market prices.

Corporate real estate investors don't even look at the homes they're bidding on, and typically

waive inspections. The home can be in any shape and sell within hours. As Stahl notes, "this puts

Crst-time home buyers at a serious disadvantage," as they have many hoops to jump through

before they can secure a loan and close the deal.

Government estimates we're currently 4 million homes short, and that shortage continues to

grow. One real estate investment Crm interviewed by Stahl states that they list, on average, 200 to

300 homes for rent each week, and receive 10,000 leasing inquiries weekly.

Not-So-Hidden Wealth Redistribution

As noted in a tweet by Cultural Husbandry:

"This is wealth redistribution, and it ain't rich people's wealth that is getting redistributed.

It's normal American middle class, salt of the earth wealth heading into the hands of the

world's most powerful entities and individuals. The traditional =nancial vehicle [is] gone

forever.

Home equity is the main =nancial element that middle class families use to build wealth,

and BlackRock, a federal reserve funded =nancial institution is buying up all the houses

to make sure that young families can't build wealth ... This is a fundamental

reorganization of society."

Indeed, and it's right in line with plans for societal reorganization described under banners such

as The Great Reset, Build Back Better, Agenda 21 and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development (see videos below).

These agendas all work together toward the same goal, which is a global monopoly on ownership

and wealth, with a clear separation of the haves and have nots; the owners and the owned; the

rulers and the ruled; the elite and the serfs.

'Sustainable Development' Agenda Is a Plan to Enslave You

The war against private property goes back decades. In 1976, during the Crst United Nations'

Conference on Human Settlements, called Habitat 1,  the U.N. stated, in Item 10:

"Land ... cannot be treated as an ordinary asset, controlled by individuals and subject to

the pressures and ineIciencies of the market. Private land ownership is also a principal

instrument of accumulation and concentration of wealth and therefore contributes to

social injustice; if unchecked, it may become a major obstacle in the planning and

implementation of development schemes. Public control of land use Is therefore

indispensable."

The idea, apparently, is that private investment Crms like Vanguard and BlackRock can prevent

social injustice by buying up all private property and renting it out. This way, no one (except their

investors) can build wealth.

“ Private Property and freedom are inseparable.
~ George Washington”

This is what "equity" is all about, and it has nothing to do with equality. "Social equity" is incredibly

unfair, as it strips those with talent and drive of the ability to make something out of themselves.

Private Property and Freedom Are Inseparable

The UN's Human Settlements agenda, Agenda 21 and the 2030 Sustainable Development agenda

are in direct conhict with the U.S. Bill of Rights and the founding principles of this country.

George Washington declared, "Private Property and freedom are inseparable." Similarly, John

Adams stated that "Property must be secure, or liberty cannot exist."

In 1992 at the Earth Summit, under-secretary-general of the Convention on Climate Change and

executive director of the UN Environment Program, Maurice Strong, stated that:

"Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the aMuent middle class, involving high

meat intake, consumption of large amounts of frozen and convenience foods, use of

fossil fuels, appliances, home and workplace air-conditioning, and suburban housing, are

not sustainable."

If meat consumption, frozen foods, fossil fuel use, home appliances, air conditioning and single-

family homes are "unsustainable," it stands to reason that the goal of any sustainable

development scheme is to eliminate all of those things. This is easier done in some countries

than in others. As explained by the Cook Country News Herald back in 2012:

"Because Congress does not agree to all these United Nations schemes to steal our

property and destroy our economy, they are passed by =at, executive orders,

proclamations, directives and generous grants given to local communities ..."

In short, the technocratic elite are trying to circumvent the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights

through various means, such as the effort to make the United Nations and the World Health

Organization into global centers of power, with member states being forced to comply with

whatever agendas they set, thereby undermining national sovereignty.

As explained in the Agenda 21 video above, Agenda 21 doesn't stop at restricting private home

and land ownership. It also includes:

Seizure of private property Forbidding human access to land

Relocation of people from rural areas to

cities

Additional taxation

Water use restrictions Restricting the amount of waste you're

allowed to produce

Forced community involvement Manipulation of transportation patterns and

increasing gas prices to restrict travel — all in

the name of "saving the earth"

In short, the global elite want you to believe that the only way to save the planet is for you to be

their slave. It's a tragic ultimate outcome for sure. If they are successful, virtually all of your

constitutional rights and freedoms will be eliminated.

Who Owns the Farmland and Dictates Food Policy?

Private home ownership isn't the only thing threatened by the encroaching monopoly of elitists.

Bill Gates is now one of the largest private owners of U.S. farmland,  and he also wields

unrivaled power over global food policy,  as detailed in the AGRA Watch report,  "The Man

Behind the Curtain: The Gates Foundation's Inhuence on the UN Food Systems Summit."

While Gates is just one man, his clout is signiCcantly leveraged and magniCed by the fact that he

funds such a large number of companies and organizations that they do his bidding on the sly.

When you see long lists of groups, you automatically think there are many players in the game

when, in fact, Gates is the singular thread running through most or all of them.

In its 2014 report,  "Three Examples of Problems with Gates Foundation Grants," AGRA Watch

highlights why Gates' massive investments in global food production have failed to solve any of

the very real problems we face. First and foremost, many of the solutions that he backs are

"Band-Aid solutions" that in fact worsen the root problems.

Examples include the funding of the development of genetically engineered (GE) foods designed

to be higher in certain nutrients. The problem is that these crops then end up replacing local

diversity with just a few GE varieties that don't even take local conditions into account. So, by

pushing for "fortiCed" crop varieties, malnutrition actually deepens, as biodiversity is reduced.

Secondly, "a stubborn focus on yield" is at odds with research showing that low yield or

insuicient production is not causing world hunger. "There is ample evidence today that the

problem instead is poverty and lack of access, which is deepened by destruction of local food

systems and commercialization of food," AGRA Watch notes, adding:

"Grants by the Gates' Foundation and AGRA continue to focus on yield, priming Africa for

a system suited to the needs of the pro=t-seeking, yield-oriented commercial farmer

rather than the peasant or small farmer producing diverse crops for a local community."

Additional observations can be found in the AGRA Watch article  "Philanthrocapitalism: The

Gates Foundation's African Programs Are Not Charity," published December 2017, in which

philanthrocapitalism is described as "an attempt to use market processes to do good," but which

is inherently problematic "as markets are ill-suited to producing socially constructive ends."

Put another way, Gates' brand of philanthropy creates several new problems for each one it

solves. Gates is also invested in the synthetic beef industry, and not surprisingly, he's been calling

on Western nations to transition to a 100% fake beef diet  — all in the name of saving the

environment. It's the same argument pushed by Agenda 21 and the rest of the sustainable

development schemes.

Media and Medicine Are Completely Controlled

Mainstream media and the pharmaceutical industry are two other important areas that have been

taken over by a monopoly-centered "deep state." Both industries are overwhelmingly owned by

BlackRock and Vanguard,  so to think the mainstream media will report on the truth is foolhardy

to say the least, especially as it pertains to health and medicine.

Allopathic medicine, by the way, has been controlled by those in the grip of greed ever since John

D. Rockefeller founded the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in 1901 and campaigned to

eliminate naturopathic medicine, which was the norm, in order to replace it with petroleum-based

patented drugs.

Anything that couldn't be patented was abolished and known cures were dismissed as quackery.

Rockefeller accomplished this the same way Gates and other technocrats do it today — through

control of the media.

WHO Treaty Is COVID Wolf in Sheep's Clothing

The WHO's pandemic treaty is perhaps the greatest threat we've faced so far, and will go a long

way toward implementing The Great Reset. As I noted in a March 2022 article,  the pandemic

treaty is a direct threat to a nation's sovereignty to make decisions for itself and its citizens, and

will erode democracy everywhere, if enacted.

May 24, 2021, the European Council announced it supported the establishment of an

international Pandemic Treaty, under which the WHO would have the power to replace the

constitutions of individual nations with its own constitution under the banner of "pandemic

prevention, preparedness and response."

March 3, 2022, the Council authorized the opening of negotiations for an international

agreement. The infographic below, sourced from the European Council's website,  summarizes

the process.

There's simply no question that this treaty is part of the globalists' plan to monopolize health

systems worldwide,  and a way for them to force mandatory vaccinations, vaccine passports and

digital identities on the uncooperative masses.

Any pandemic-related decision the WHO makes would supersede national and state laws.

Eventually, all health-related decisions could come under the WHO's jurisdiction, as the stated

goals of the treaty include not only future pandemic response but also a stronger framework for

health with the WHO as the coordinating authority on global health matters more generally.

Director-general of the WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has also gone on record stating that

his "central priority" as director-general of the WHO is to push the world toward universal health

coverage.  As noted by Dr. Peter Breggin,  referring to Ghebreyesus' address to the WHO

Executive Committee on January 24, 2022, in which he spelled out his global health plan, "The

spirit of Communism can be felt throughout the document."

WEF: 'World Is Best Managed by Self-Selected Coalition'

The WEF's 2010 "Global Redesign" report  argues that the world is best managed by a self-

selected coalition of "stakeholders" — multinational corporations, governments, international

bodies such as the UN and the WHO, and select civil society organizations — that then make

decisions on behalf of the global population.

If you look, you'll Cnd that all the globalist agendas, regardless of what they're called, have this

aim. They're all working in lockstep to strip power from the people by making elected oicials

irrelevant. All the power is to be in the hands of a self-selected, self-nominated elite. If you

believe they have any intention of doing what's best for the people, it's time to wake up, because

you're clearly dreaming. 

For well over 100 years, they've done what's best for them, even though their decisions poisoned

our food supply, soils, air and water. Even though it destroyed our environment and resulted in

unsafe medicines and toxic foods; even though it led to starvation, disease and death.
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unsafe medicines and toxic foods; even though it led to starvation, disease and death.

They've lied, cheated and used every underhanded, immoral and unethical trick in the book.

They've coerced, bribed and manipulated at will. They've slowly but surely inCltrated every area of

society with the intention of altering it to serve their own ends.

Technology, which is the foundation upon which technocracy rests, has allowed this self-selected

group of megalomaniacs to thrive and build their power structure in the shadows. Only now are

they starting to really show their true colors, their desire for absolute power and control.

As noted by New American contributor C. Mitchell Shaw,  "If you are not paying for the product,

then you are the product." YOU and your personal data are the products of Google, Twitter,

Facebook and Instagram. These platforms are all selling your personal data for proCt. That's the

business they're in.

Your data are also fed to artiCcial intelligence, and algorithms are created to proCle and

manipulate you. Everything you say and do is being used against you. The end goal of these

megalomaniacs is always the same: to make money off you, even if it harms or kills you, and to

manipulate you into accepting their proposition to rule over you. This all ends when enough

people wake up to what they're doing, and refuse to go along with their program.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,160 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Guillermou
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The Great Reset has a guaranteed path to the total domain of the technocratic elite, which will have all the power and enslaves the

people by controlling the actions of the constitutionally elected governments. Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms

and rights while the 1% enjoy the paradises that they will reserve for their lives and the tax havens for their money. Corruption and a

false socialism of interests made the rich richer and the rest of the world slaves to their desires Now we still have the weapons of mass

destruction laboratories and vaccine trials that have been the Crst link in this false pandemic. Jonathan Latham, PhD, coined the term

“PANDEMIC VIRUS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX” to describe one of the greatest existential threats to humanity.

It has not been the coronavirus the greatest threat facing humanity it is the increasingly pervasive system of fascist tyranny whereby

corporations and government have merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate "health crises" for proCt. The Wuhan coronavirus

"pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system, which "leverages money for private proCt," to quote Dr. Joseph Mercola.

This E-book consists of a Preface and Thirteen Chapters. Latest Update Each of the thirteen chapters provides factual information as

well as analysis on the following topics: Chapter XIII focuses on the development of the global debt crisis, the destabilization of

national governments, threats to democracy, including global" and the World Economic Forum's "Great Reset" proposal.
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As Dr. Mercola expresses “These agendas all work together toward the same goal, which is a global monopoly on ownership and

wealth, with a clear separation of the haves and have nots; the owners and the owned; the rulers and the ruled; the elite and the

serfs” - What Is Covid-19, what is SARS-CoV-2, how is it identiCed, how is it estimated? - The timeline and historical evolution of

the Corona Crisis, - The devastating economic and Cnancial impacts, - The enrichment of a social minority of billionaires, - Social

engineering and the destabilization of the institutions of civil society - How the lockdown policies trigger unemployment and

mass poverty Worldwide, - The devastating impacts on mental health.

THE 2020-22 WORLDWIDE CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC DEPRESSION, GLOBAL

COUP D’ÉTAT AND THE “GREAT RESET” www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (04/

23/2022) Around the world, people have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating

consequences of the Covid-19 "pandemic".

The unspoken truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext and justiCcation for powerful Cnancial interests and corrupt

politicians to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, abject poverty and despair. The end of this

false pandemic but it will continue to account for many dead and sick from the poison of the snake and from the economic crisis

that leads to the Great Reset, to the abolition of freedoms and private property and wealth by the globalist elites.
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Thanks prof Gui, but what to do about it? How to stop it?
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Pete.Smith... Home ownership is still the goal. However, the strategy to make that happen is changing. You cannot build equity

while the cost of rent is draining your savings. While demographics have shifted to cities until recently, there are still isolated

rural areas with available housing. You need a skillset suited for such an area. (If necessary, schedule a meeting with a career

counselor at a community college and attend night school. Ask about Cnancial assistance.) It is not about how much money you

make a year, but what standard of living your money will buy and how much you have left over at the end of the year.  Advantages

of a rural lifestyle may include lower taxes, an opportunity to raise your own food, a well and septic tank so you do not have

water/sewer bills, a wood stove with available wood, a lower crime rate, better schools, etc.

At least this is the kind of situation you should be looking for. You might further consider energy-saving options and even

eventually going off grid. Rural areas may or may not be less toxic, so that is also something you will want to become

knowledgeable about. Consider wind currents and waterways (esp. where you are downstream). If you are near large farms...

what chemicals may get applied or even enter your well. How close do you need to be to services such as medical or shopping?

Can you be content without urban entertainments, gyms and amenities? Will you be accepted into the local society--churches,

ethnicity, gender, etc.

At my age, I can look back and see that many people I knew when younger moved to isolated rural areas, with little but a dream

and persistence. They took whatever work was available. Many own their own homes and businesses today. A lot will depend on

how hard you are willing to work and integrate into the local community. It takes a lifetime. The biggest part of major life changes

is the change that happens between your ears. -con.-
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-con.- If you can afford a piece of land already "set up" with a well and septic, your only affordable option--at least initially--may

be to live in a trailer or mobile home. Many used ones can be obtained for a low cost. The main thing is to own the land under

your feet.  You may want to contract with another purchaser to buy 2 parcels of land at a discount. Check out the cost of

subdividing a larger parcel, too. Best to have everything in writing and not just someone's word if you go together with another

person. There is high $demand$ for land bordering national forests and wilderness areas, esp. on back sides away from roads

(hunting). When comparing your housing costs and cost of living, include everything--tax write-offs, transportation costs, utilities

and heat, grocery costs, etc.

It is also about lifestyle. How many changes are you willing to make and how much can you do? Can you tolerate isolation and

are you good company for yourself? In our case, our land appraises poorly on paper (does not check all the "right" bureaucratic

boxes, so taxes are low)... although it is a beautiful parcel and very fertile. We have a well, septic and stream across one corner

so do not lose much land use due to environmental setbacks along waterways. You can get into a lot of trouble if you buy land

without water (well).

(ConCrm that water is available and know the cost of well-drilling.) Perhaps you will need to hire a water witcher. Check out the

depth, how and quality of wells in the neighborhood. We live largely on game meat, foraging and from our garden. There is wood

to burn. Since we are retired, we do not need gas to get to work everyday and it is not a problem to remain home in bad weather.

(This is another advantage of a home-based business.) We presently make one about can of household garbage a month and

that will soon be greatly reduced. (We can use a county dumpster.)  It is hard to starve a person out if they have a roof, food,

water and heat.
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Almond  yours is sound advise for those living in America but The Netherlands with it's high density population and legalities is

IMO an altogether different and more challenging setting from which to break away.
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Pete my own experience of what to do is that unless people are educated about the globalist threat there is little chance to

surmount their tyranny. Most people are unwilling to put in the effort to understand and counteract the myriad connections.

They'll continue to watch the toxic news, buy from the enemy, and be entertained consumers with opinions not worthy of

discussion. Here in the U.S. a small percentage are attempting to disengage as much as possible from the establishment. It may

be an illusion, but I think we are in a better position than Holland to repudiate the oppression if only the resisters were greater in

number. We learned from Catherine Austin Fitts that in August 2019 at the annual Jackson Hole, WY bankers gathering that

Black Rock via their "Going Direct Reset" in unprecedented fashion became the Crst private corporation to dictate and set Cscal

policy for the fed (federal reserve), a veritable true Cnal nail in the coin of our monetary system.

I am exploring what constitutional recourse we might have to challenge policies and practices that are illegal, unlawful and in

some cases, presumption aside, never were ratiCed. Even so-called law "experts" are often so indoctrinated by propaganda that

they are blinded by the folly of their own education or too aged and obstinate to break from what has served them well over the

course of their careers.

Of one thing I'm certain. If we can't reverse policy by holding politicians accountable at the county level, then we will lose this

war. In the county where I live it was recently announced their (never mind the citizens) mission is full steam ahead in adherence

to the carbon tax Cction. We've got our work cut out for us. Will Elon Musk's takeover of Twitter open the door for greater

pushback against the censorship of the cancel culture? Without the open source and open forum that he seemingly advocates

the willfully ignorant will continue to embolden the globalists agenda.
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When BlackRock & other investment Crms are buying up single-family home, making cash offers of 20% to 50% above-asking

price, it's more than manipulating pricing to lock out the general public. It also raises property tax so those who still 'own' will

have onerous tax increases. Taxes the Parasitic Predator$ with negative tax rates will never pay, but you can pay their taxes. Add

on further Lockout the Competition Plandemics & civic duty enforcements denying you your income or business & kiss your lives

work goodbye. Low yield or insuicient production has rarely caused world hunger. It's mostly been distribution for tyrants to

deepen the destruction of local food systems & then creating a Stockholm Syndrome dependence on those same tyrants for

basic commodities needed.

Gates & backers sucking up farmlands locks us out & raises property taxes too. If you think the European Council proposal for

the establishment of an international Pandemic Treaty, where the WHO would have the power to replace the constitutions of

individual nations with its own constitution under the banner of "pandemic prevention, preparedness response," sounds

improbable, think again. Such framework was already pushed through decades ago with trade in WTO's, GATT's 1 & 2, plus other

lesser-known treaties. They short circuit a Nations labor laws, environmental, civil & much more.

Those treaties allow TransNational Corporations to shut down efforts within countries so the Parasitic Predator$ can just keep

bulling along. By the way, those who criticized those treaties when in negotiations were called special interest, conspiracy

theorist, protectionist, luddites, backwards whatever, it mostly depended on where you could get information. What has

happened? Predictions came true in spades during the Lockout the Competition Plandemic. Supply lines disrupted, goods

unavailable due to dependence on other parts of the world, conditions manipulated & dictated on the public, most if not all

avoidable.
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Yes, it is necessary to Cght against the slavery of the Great Reset. ALMOND EPI-CURE & JUST, have exposed actions that defend

property and denounce corruption. Above all, to transmit the reports of Dr. Mercola, to popularize the actions and movements

throughout the world promoted by Kennedy, JR and by so many doctors and scientists who Cght for freedom. The Truckers'

March for Freedom is another great action. We need the demonstrations against immunity passports and the dictatorship and

tyranny imposed in this false pandemic as a vehicle for the Great Reset. Hundreds of thousands of people took to the streets in

the UK, Australia, France, Canada, Italy, Greece, Germany, etc., to publicly defy oppressive public health measures and laws in

recent months.

The messages on the banners they held were diverse, but they were united in rejecting the government's overreach in its support

of the globalist elite. COMMUNITY ACTIONS PROPOSED BY CHD TO PROMOTE, ENGAGE AND EMPOWER GRASSROOTS

ADVOCACY ON ISSUES IMPORTANT TO CHILDREN'S HEALTH, INCLUDING HEALTH FREEDOM AND FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN

RIGHTS.. childrenshealthdefense.org/community  Some actions to defend freedom

childrenshealthdefense.org/?s=demonstrations+for+freedom&type=defe..  The Grand Jury is an important front with multiple

actions to denounce the crimes against humanity that lead the Great Reset and the Cnancial resources that promote it.

 https://grand-jury.net/  GRAND JURY - DAY 5 - FULL SESSION (FEBRUARY 20TH, 2022) - ECONOMICAL & FINANCIAL

DESTRUCTION odysee.com/.../Grand-Jury-Day-5-online_1:4  INTERVIEW: REINER FUELLMICH ON CORONA COMMITTEE

SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES rumble.com/vvnzno-interview-reiner-fuellmich-on-corona-committee-succe..  (02/23/2022).
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DR. REINER FUELLMICH - URGENT WARNING TO THE WORLD: AIDS WILL BE THEIR NEXT MOVE!

rumble.com/v112ehz-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-urgent-warning-to-the-world-ai..  (04/15/2022) REINER FÜLIMICH INTERVIEW -

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY TOUR - THE LEVELS OF INSTATUTIINAL CORRUPTION EXPOSED

rumble.com/v12ff9w-april-25-2022.html  (04/24/2022( We do not want to have owners who take away our freedom of thought

and action. We don't want the new landlords of big capital, monopolies and the surveillance state, technocratic forces and

transhuman man, and we certainly don't want vaccines. Linking with Almond proposals that can be effective to not support the

capitalism of oppression and planned genocide. Villages settled on fertile land are more developed and prosperous. The

installation of water and climate also contributes to the growth and prosperity of the villages. the condition of agriculture, rural

economy and cottage industries under the economic factor.

The growth of the village community depends on the conditions of agriculture, clean energy systems. If agriculture produces a

good harvest, the economic situation of the townspeople will be better. Cooperation is another social factor for the growth of the

village community, Empowered Communities are a good Cghting front to achieve natural immunity and the right to evade the

Covid vaccine while avoiding a destructive globalism of wealth and wealth in favor of the tyranny imposed with the Great Reset.

An initiative to seek the participation of community-based organizations, the support of true health science, biodynamic

agriculture and the conservation of the environment with renewable energies, so that together concrete, inclusive and

sustainable solutions can be achieved to Cght against the great threat of tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds.
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Permaculture is a basis for achieving empowered communities with a design of sustainable environments in all its dimensions:

social, economic and environmental, where human societies must be able to satisfy their basic needs within ecological limits.

For this we need three ethical principles: Caring for the earth: the conservation of soil, forests and water as necessary for the

development of all living beings. Caring for people: which implies the satisfaction of basic human needs; Distribute surpluses:

inviting to reinvest surpluses in the system. Man should observe nature more and respect it by creating integrated systems,

investing in renewable sources, avoiding climate change and ensuring the future of future generations.

Permaculture should be promoted as another strategy to move towards more habitable cities with lower social and

environmental costs. It must be incorporated into a framework that is not new in urban planning, and that addresses the

increasingly urgent challenge of moving towards sustainable cities. The THREE ETHICAL PRINCIPLES of permaculture are

fundamental: (1) care for the land, (2) care for people, and (3) set limits on consumption and reproduction, and redistribute

surpluses. These ethical principles provide a basis for permaculture, to design and enact a more just, equitable and sustainable

world, far from the irrania imposed by big capital in the Great Reset.
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"Thanks prof Gui, but what to do about it? How to stop it?" By doing things that no one wants to do, because we all hope in the

Cnal analysis we will slip through unscathed. We need to put our own safety behind the quest for freedom. While the herd is

wilfully ignorant and/or frightened.
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Yes, Hercster. Also. Bastille 2022 refers not only to the restoration of these fundamental rights. It seeks to reverse and disable

the criminal agenda of COVID-19 that over the past two years has unleashed global economic, social and political chaos in 193

member states of the United Nations, coupled with bankruptcies, unemployment, mass poverty and despair. . Famines have been

reported in 25 countries. What is at stake is the creation of a mass movement (nationally and globally) that questions the

legitimacy and authority of the architects of this insidious project that, broadly speaking, emanates from: Big Money, Big Pharma,

the conglomerates of information technology, the security apparatus, Intelligence, the Military Industrial Complex, Big Energy, the

Corporate Media.

Ironically, the architects of the COVID-19 "pandemic" are now actively involved in formulating the "Solution". The Great Reset of

the World Economic Forum is to install a totalitarian regime worldwide. What is contemplated is a system of “Global

Governance”. We will seek all avenues through peaceful means to deactivate and undermine this totalitarian project, including

dialogue with and within public and private institutions, law enforcement oicials, members of the armed and judicial forces.

“BASTILLE 2022”: BUILDING A WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT AGAINST “CORONA TYRANNY”

www.globalresearch.ca/bastille-2022-building-a-worldwide-movement-agai..  (04/24/2022)
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Gui-There is another side to this equation and that is sky high property taxes on homes. Here in Rockford,Illinois my home value

is $183K and I pay $7,200 in taxes or $600 per month and close to 4% of value on top of all other expenses. It is becoming

diicult to keep afford a home. Rising taxes-increased costs for repairs/etc. These extremely high tax rates have been keeping

home prices from increasing for 15 years or so. Values here are still that from 2003 and before according to the assessors

website. While other parts of the country have been steadily rising our home values have been decreasing except for last year so

the spread from my value to others is now wider apart.

Most of the tax money goes to the local school district (60%) which is getting larger in costs but enrollment is getting smaller.

The kids can barely read and write but are getting passed on to the next grade anyway.

www.wrex.com/news/13-investigates/13-investigates-rps-205-teachers-say..  Now instead of learning basic skills they are

required to learn about CRT/LBGTQ/how they identify/etc while my taxes keep going up. I'm at the point that I would consider

selling to these companies but what do I do with the little equity if any I have? Interest rates for savings are still at .1% but home

values now are going up due to low inventory and demand but so will the taxes. Where do I move to? Stuck between a rock and a

hard place.
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Yes, fvtomasch, everything indicates that the Great Reset makes its way through speculation and the interested education of

children. Inhation is the result of the management of this false pandemic. The price of gas, electricity and oil is causing a strong

crisis among European fertilizer manufacturers. Large companies have cut production as they cannot bear the costs with such

high energy rates. The situation threatens the food industry by increasing the risk of lack of supplies and higher prices for

chemical products, which sooner or later will be passed on to the customer.

We eat fossil fuels not only because they are needed to transport or refrigerate both the same food and the materials needed in

the stressed supply chain, but also because, directly, a part of the fossil fuels that we extract are also used in the production of

pesticides, and above all, fertilizers for “modern agriculture”. About a third of all energy used in the agricultural sector is used for

the manufacture of inorganic fertilizers. The number of factors involved is enormous: geopolitical, environmental, the recovery in

demand, the pandemic... but above all, energy stands out very clearly. And the relationship is direct, if the price of energy goes

up, the price of fertilizers, transport and almost all production processes go up.
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The escalation of food prices is inevitable, and for this reason the FAO anticipates a global food crisis worse than that of 2011

during this year. All this without taking into account the speculation of the Cnancial markets, always as intelligent and timely in

the allocation of resources as they have been to date. The production of nitrogenous fertilizers –ammonium, urea– depends

mainly on natural gas, which is why their prices have increased a lot; the price of potash has also skyrocketed – the second and

third largest producers are Belarus and Russia, respectively, and especially Belarus is suffering sanctions that aggravate the

price escalation situation – mainly due to the generalized increase in extraction costs of all mining materials;

Lastly, phosphates are increasingly scarce – of the three ingredients in the NPK formula, which is the basis of modern

agriculture, it is the one most in danger of running out in the short term – and the rock extraction process is also energy

intensive. Prices are reaching the levels of the last great crisis, more than a decade ago. We are already experiencing the highest

food prices since 2011. But the context is not the same as it was then. It is worse.
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URGENT!!!! Gui, and others; please get this info out to everyone/everywhere you can. They are now TARGETING your babies with

this DEADLY drug! Will parents offer their babies as a sacriCce on the altar of Big Pharma? Sadly, too many will!

torontosun.com/health/u-s-fda-approves-gileads-covid-19-drug-for-young..
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Thanks Randy, more poisons for children from a pharmaceutical company with a history of drugs with serious side effects. US

pharmaceutical giant Gilead has paid at least $178 million to doctors and $81 million to hospitals in the US to promote and

prescribe the company's drugs despite cases of deaths and serious side effects. The drugmaker funded as many as 21,833

doctors in 2019 alone, according to data on Gilead payments from 2013 to 2019. Gilead also launched a $3.3 billion hepatitis C

elimination project in the state of Georgia that has reportedly killed at least 249 enrolled patients, according to leaked

documents obtained by Arms Watch. Deaths of patients treated with Gilead's hepatitis C antiviral, Harvoni, have been reported in

the US, Canada and Portugal, according to data obtained from the US Federal Drug Administration (FDA).

armswatch.com/gilead-paid-178-million-to-doctors-to-promote-drugs-desp..
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DR. REINER FUELLMICH - URGENT WARNING TO THE WORLD: AIDS WILL BE THEIR NEXT MOVE! --- VAIDS, 30% of our immune

system left: GUI, I recall reading that the vaccinated lose 20% of their white blood cells with each shot and thought, at the time,

that can't be possible.  At some point the population has to see it, right? Or is that more of the psychosis? Can't be the vaccine!

(one guy said he felt like superman after getting the vaccine - same guy a year later, "I'm so tired all the time, I can't function

normal at work.") ... this is going to get bad. Real bad. Isn't it? Moderna got an EUA for an HIV vaccine? I have been asking about

the way HIV is spread - like we need to really think about this! I was laughing that dating sites need to be upfront about who's

been vaccinated so the non vaxxed can stay away from that muck. It's beyond crazy out there, isn't it?
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All the "bad guys" in this article are all one thing: they are capitalist oligarchs. And the system described here: capitalism.

Capitalism is about money. Capitalists purchase politicians to have power. Progressive liberals work against the obscene

accumulation of wealth and power by these American and multinational oligarchs. Progressive liberals work to remove money

from our elections but the Reich wingers have increased the inhuence of the oligarchs. So, here we are: "corporations are people"

and "money is speech".  Trying to connect Biden's awesome BBB plan with the likes of a Gates and the .1% predatory capitalists,

is ridiculous. The BBB tries to help level the opportunity playing Celd and help return a more educated, more secure middle class

to a somewhat cleaner America. Now, let's see how long it takes for me to be canceled/censored here ...
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I have found that "they" will not take away all your property, for when all your property is taken from you, you are dead, and dead

slaves don't work, and money cannot be spent to support their rich lifestyles. We sent a lot of our jobs overseas, mainly China,

which created lots of billionaires in China. This is billionaires in American dollars, not in Chinese Renminbi's (currency of China).

So now China's billionaires are investing in American land, homes, businesses, and creating competition for the Gates,

Rockafellas and such. Depending on China, we now see shortages in materials such as in the auto industry. We had these same

parts problems in the 1960's, 1980's and today and you would think we would have learned our lesson by now, but obviously we

haven't.

Builders in the US are Cnding it hard to meet the cost of land to build on, and the recent increase in lumber, especially for soft

woods like pine.  Pine is a softwood and, in my opinion, not suitable for home building, (rather paper making) in comparison to

oak, which we have lots of. I Cnd no building oak lumber in the lumber yards, because hardwoods like oak and hickory are used to

make railroad Tyes and charcoal for Cltering. There is more money it seems to be made in Tyes and charcoal than building

supplies.

I say, save your pennies and not spend money recklessly. Eventually get out of the cities, buy land/home in the country where

there are smaller classes in schools, and more attention is given to students, slower family lifestyles, and the better ability to

raise your own organic food, whether it be vegetable, animal or both. Land is less expensive in the country, cleaner air, and there

is still plenty of land available in this country. Thanks to the internet, it makes it so much easier to Cnd. A long time ago my uncle

told me that without land you are nothing. Strong words to me then, but I found it to be true.
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"You will own nothing and permanently miserable"
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Thank you Tracy. Very true. The evidence is showing that we are facing a pandemic of vaccinated patients Clling hospitals

because between the ADE and the weakness of the immune system caused by the vaccines, people die. Time will increase cases

of immunodeCciency, associated with cancer that is already on the rise. The fact that booster shots are now required every 6

months is a clear recognition that booster shots stop working within a few months. The real answer behind the repeat booster is

that covid vaccines destroy the immune system and leave people absolutely helpless to mount an immune response against

pathogens.

A person injected with mRNA gene therapy will also have compromised immunity against common strains of the hu. In essence,

they have become vaccine-induced “AIDS” patients with collapsed immunity against everything. This is the real depopulation

agenda. www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19  (¡”/2021) Covid-19 vaccine-induced acquired

immunodeCciency syndrome, or VAIDS, appears to be one of the most serious long-term adverse effects caused by injections. In

essence, the injections are destroying people's immune systems over time, leaving them prone to infections of all kinds.

It's not just the effectiveness of injections that decreases over time, as some claim, but the performance of the immune system.

Fauci hu shots act like the grim reaper, so to speak, for the immune system. The eicacy of injections is negative in terms of the

immune protection they provide. The data show that immune function suffers a net reduction after injection, which is the

opposite of what a vaccine is supposed to do. dailyexpose.uk/.../the-covid-19-vaccines-cause-aids  (02/13/2022)
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CHD provides live coverage of "The People's Convoy" as truckers and other protesters travel across the US to the Washington, DC

area in a peaceful protest against unconstitutional COVID-related mandates and government overreach. CHD.TV news crew

reporters Claire Dooley and Ariana Victor are broadcasting alongside the truckers, providing daily updates, interviews with

protesters and breaking news. "After witnessing the extreme bias of the mainstream media in covering the Canadian convoy over

the past month, CHD decided to step in to give people a truthful account of The People's Convoy's progress here in the US," he

said. Mary, President and General Counsel of CHD. Holland.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-peoples-convoy-california-r..  (04/24/2022)
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Watch, like, share!!! https://youtu.be/ZzVziB-e_eg
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I hope you're wrong Gui. I'm set for life. All I have to do is pay my taxes. My fear is the woke political movement, we see gathering

strength, taking away my guns and my ability to sustain myself. I have a small tractor to work my 1 acre garden. I need gasoline

and oil to operate that machine. I eat a lot of meat that my rihes provide me. Already, just 15 months into Biden's presidency, I

cant buy ammo. Luckily, I stocked up during the Trump years. This is literally Obama's 3rd term if you shoot guns. The entire 8

years he was president you couldn't buy ammo. The fake news wanted you to believe it was the right wing radicals to blame for

the ammo shortages.

I knew someone who worked at a Remington ammunition plant. He said that the Obama administration put a limit on how much

ammo they could produce. They had to go from 3 shifts down to just 1 shift. It hurt them so bad Cnancially that Remington Cled

bankruptcy. What's next? Will they put a lean on my property because I refuse to get vaccinated? Will they charge me as a felon

for manufacturing my own ammo? Or, will they go as far as taking away our guns? Will guns without registration numbers be

included? Half the guns I own are muzzle loaders and you don't register a muzzleloader. I do most of my hunting with

muzzleloaders except for small game like rodents.

I use a 22 rimCre for rodents. Why a 22 needs registration is beyond ludicrous! What if i make my own gun? With the current

woke left administration in charge, I predict Biden passing a bill that prohibits gun ownership. Don't think it cant happen. We're

supposed to believe a guy that can barely get 50 people to attend a rally somehow beat someone who easily gets 50,000 people

to attend a rally. It happened in 2020, it can happen again in 2022 and 2024. Fauci and Gates both have said in the past 2 months

THERE WILL BE ANOTHER WAVE and/or new pandemic come in Fall 2022. AKA: LOCKDOWNS AND MAIL-IN BALLOTS (voter

fraud).
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Epi-Cure, a real threat is that no matter how hard we work and sacriCce They can come in at any time and order us off in the

name of Eminent Domain. But in America there are many realizing we no longer have a real government. That's where guns and

networking will come in useful. They can send in their army of easily triggered, latte sipping, obese soyboys. Bwahaha. But

seriously, they'll need the Chinese and UN troops to get results. If enough of us resist around America--and other countries--at

once we can spread their troops pretty thin as they're sent to wage costly, painful guerrilla warfare. You and what army Dementia

Joe? Before 2030 that drooling, senile monster will probably have one of its "friends" push it down stairs to break its ugly neck.

No tears from anyone when Xiden dies. Nobody mourns a scumbag. Not even the fellow scum.
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Pete - Good question - What to do about it? How to stop it? And others are voicing similar questions today. I would like to see

more articles on solutions to the mess raining down on us. Most here know what is happening but are short on how to stop it or

go around. Almond, I owned 30 acres in the Coastal mountains of N. California for 39 years. I lived there, off the grid, for 15

years. Because of heart health and vision problems, I had to sell. It was a 12 mile drive up and over the mountain on a dirt road

and many times in the winter it was not passable due to snow.

I agree with you when you offer these solutions but what is your best guess among the 300 million plus population in the US that

are in a position to seek out the kind of life you are describing? I am now a renter in an eclectic small town and very happy and

secure as long as my rent doesn't take a big jump. I know the owner could get double what I am paying in rent. I have been here

11 years so they are being more than kind. I also bought a class B Roadtrek 190 motorhome 10 years ago and it is always at the

ready if I have to hee off into the sunset.
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For those who own homes and have plans to sell, if possible, sell only to an individual and not to a corporation.
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fvtomasch, everything is being made artiCcially unaffordable to the lower and middle class, including non pesticide foods,

housing, gasoline, water, etc. High gas prices is a way to force the population into buying electric cars which the government can

then control with the hip of a switch. Cash is being eliminated so the government can know your every purchase and hip your

Cnancial switch by stopping your electronic purchasing power. It's not just the corporate monstrosities doing this control dance;

it is also our own government. They are partners in this crime against humanity.
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One question people need to ask is who is the ruler of the world? I believe this website, www.jw.org/.../bible-teachings  is a

source of spiritual truth. Dr Joe Mercola is like a Messiah of practical knowledge, persecuted by the high priests of ignorance,

the medical maCa have knowledge, but they ignore it for their false proCts. They are not nescient they are stubborn deniars of the

truth.
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Terrifying but true. Why, after centuries of exploitation by the elites, anyone should believe any of this is going to be 'good for us' is

beyond me. It is going to be very very bad for us, and very very good for them. That is why we have long been known as 'human

resources' - resources, like any other, to be exploited for proCt. By removing all our freedoms and rights, we revert to becoming slaves -

nothing more. And we won't be happy - none of us.
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Yes, slaves and serfs of the Agendas imposed by big capital. Freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and

submission to the tyranny of authority. Those responsible for this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of

misinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being

controlled as a previous step of a total mental domination of people on their way to the Great Reset.  The path of the globalist

elite is being consolidated with the domination of the media by the great capital of the most powerful men in the world. The

South African tycoon, owner of Tesla and SpaceX, will have control of the partner network --------------- ELON MUSK IS THE NEW

OWNER OF TWITTER: HE PAID USD 44,000 MILLION

www.infobae.com/america/mundo/2022/04/25/elon-musk-is-the-new-owner-of..  (04/25/2022 )
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Dear European Council, We are so sorry you used up all of your integrity and courage in World War 11. Don't try to bring your

subservient little act over here because what we will do to you can't be discussed here.
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Great point RE: Human Resources...one of those Double Entendres.
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Galeforce - I'm still trying to wrap my head around why anyone would volunteer for a shot that has always failed! I'm just shocked

at the failed logic of intelligent men and women, so everything beyond this - I feel like it was asked for. At Crst I thought I was

living back in the 80's, now I feel like I'm in the 70's!  Blah!
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Great that you're bringing awareness to this DOC.  A book came out over ten years ago called "They own it ALL, Including you" by way of

Toxic currency by Ron Macdonald (NO connection to the restaurant lol) And if the book detailed how Federal reserve notes, through a

secret lien called the maritime hypothecation, caused all things goods and services ever purchased with those notes to revert back to

the property of the Federal reserve Bank which of course a private bank owned by the richest families in the world such as the

Rothschild and the Rockefellers. They can activate this hypothecation at any time and literally take ownership of everything you've ever

bought, including the clothes on your back and including you since just about everyone alive today in the USA and most of the world,

was brought into the world by hospital and doctor whose bills were paid using Federal reserve notes.

 This is all based in the deceptions and endless lies of Maritime federal law and a completely unconstitutional Federal Reserve Bank.

 Watch this interview with the author who goes into more details about this with Alex Jones.  Radio talk show host Alex Jones talks with

the author of the book "They Own Everything (Including You) and reveals shocking information most do NOT know about how ALL law in

the US and most other countries is based on Maritime law.  Why is that SO important..? Because through subterfuge, deception, tricks

and lies they have manipulated the laws in each country along with the monetary system of the US Federal Reserve bank to

LITERALLY..I mean Literally be able to claim actual ownership of EVERYTHING you THINK you own...INCLUDING YOU!!

 https://youtu.be/IjMg-XQy34E
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I was born in my grandparent's house. No dr present as he felt I ould not be born several days later so was on the golf course. My

grandmother delivered me. No payments made to anyone. So they do not own me.
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Thanks RichJedi. That book "They own it ALL, Including you" by Ron Macdonald , you can download for free at:

archive.org/.../TheyOwnEverythingIncludingYou
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Dordee, that's great. But you have a birth certiCcate and social security number, you're bound to the system via that contractual

system as are just about all of us to.

Thanks Pete. I have the book itself but I'll download a copy to keep it on my phone to.
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Known in some circles as the French Connection, in reference to the Knight Templar, the rise of the Rothschild's, Rockefeller's, all

hiding in plain sight.
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Bastille 2022 refers not only to the restoration of these fundamental rights. It seeks to reverse and disable the criminal agenda of

COVID-19 that over the past two years has unleashed global economic, social and political chaos in 193 member states of the
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COVID-19 that over the past two years has unleashed global economic, social and political chaos in 193 member states of the

United Nations, coupled with bankruptcies, unemployment, mass poverty and despair. . Famines have been reported in 25

countries. The Great Reset of the World Economic Forum is to install a totalitarian regime worldwide. What is contemplated is a

system of “Global Governance”. We will seek all avenues through peaceful means to deactivate and undermine this totalitarian

project, including dialogue with and within public and private institutions, law enforcement oicials, members of the armed and

judicial forces. “BASTILLE 2022”: BUILDING A WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT AGAINST “CORONA TYRANNY”

www.globalresearch.ca/bastille-2022-building-a-worldwide-movement-agai..  (04/24/2022)
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As reported by Dr. Mercola, WHO, today is funded by two thirds to three quarters by interest groups, like the pharma industry and

the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The bulk of WHO funding comes from interest groups. Gates also appointed the current

Director General of WHO, Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.  See this 5-min video interview of Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger, a former

World Health Organization (WHO) scientist, describing how the WHO is months away from overriding the U.S. Constitution and

those of all 194 WHO member countries. The new Pandemic Treaty of the WHO might render the world health system in a

prison-like spiral, to the point where people are totally in the hands of one tyrannical world organization – in charge of health and

disease, or life and death. We the People, must not allow the creation of a health tyranny as envisaged today, and supported by

the WEF and its henchmen of darkness. THE WORLD HEALTH TYRANNY: TOWARDS THE WEF “GREAT RESET OF MISERY”

www.globalresearch.ca/wef-world-health-tyranny-towards-great-reset-mis..  (04/21/2022)
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All one has to do is take note of the gold fringed hags in every courtroom. This stipulates and guarantees that everyone is under

maritime law. That is why the black robed judges (captains of the ship) chastise defendants for "trying to bring the Constitution

into (their) courtroom".
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I maintain my sovereignty, and we maintain ours, even if they have a Cction that they do and even if they can at some point

enforce that. God continues to rule though the elites are seduced by the idea that they can be god. And we often want to play

along so as to hedge our bets; I tried to have it both ways for almost all my life. Now I believe and think and feel that it's better to

deepen our trust in God and confront how much we're invested in the world's aims.
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I do not believe they are going to used the Federal Reserve Notes to take ownership of Property. My belief is that they are going

to call off all loans, including mortgages, to take Private property from the population. I believe they would always tried to hex the

laws and make it look as legal as possible for the population to submit and keep the backing of law enforcement as without law

enforcement this would never happen and they know that if it happens to a regular citizen it could happen to them too.
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This is extremely dangerous to our democracy!!!! * * You hackable dr Mercola fans should all see the video Monopoly at the top of

today's article. At the end it shows how easy it was to created a fake pandemic in the past, and for sure they will use this trick again, but

then under the new WHO pandemic treaty, declaring emergency forever, so the WEF can take full control over us. This video Monopoly

is made by a group of women from my country Holland, so I can understand and read the parts that are about my country, so I can tell

this is all correct.

George Soros foundations pay for training (brainwashing) journalists from newspapers and tv in Holland. Also paid to promote and

certain political parties, and also in other countries all over the World. Also many EU parliament members get money from Soros. The

prime ministers of Germany, Italy, France and Holland are all WEF members. Also the president of the European Commission.. * * Dr

Mercola, we need an action plan. We are lost if we don't take action now and come up with good plan to stop the WEF. Does anybody

have a great idea?
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Hello Pete. Is Thierry Baudet gaining in popularity or still recovering from the political setback (was it around 2 years ago?)?

www.takimag.com/.../my-political-duty-Cght-the-wef
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Hi epi-cure. The Soros controlled media attack him constantly, so he is losing in the polls .
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We are not a democracy, we are a Republic!!!!
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Yes, it is evident that health and freedom are not defended, convenience is defended. The governments have no scruples, only an

excessive desire to govern for their own interests following the dictates of the globalist elite. We cannot trust any government,

any public health authority or the media. Independent scientists and truth-telling journalists are slandered, demonized, accused

of disinformation, censored, Cred and called domestic terrorists. In the deep state many forces emerge that imprint the current

tyranny of information. We have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the

institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big capital.

They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, selCsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected

oicials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens,

swindle taxpayers out of dollars. hard-earned, favor the corporate elite, We are in a war where the powerful seek more wealth and

power while the oppressed shed their blood with biological weapons and political and medical corruption in hospitals.
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In the U.S. it is estimated that 30% of the people know the truth, 40% are on the fence and 30% are hopelessly lost. It is the job of

the 30% to convince the 40% to come over to the side of Truth and fully resist. Only then will we have a chance to defeat this

unspeakable evil. The 40% are followers, not innovators or leaders. They are the ones who automatically don the muzzle when

enough of the other people are wearing them. They are the ones who take them off when enough people are not wearing them.

We need to lead them to always do the right thing. There IS strength in numbers.
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"They" have had many decades to perfect their nefarious agendas and you had better believe that they have prepared for every

contingency. Humanity still has their collective heads planted Crmly in the sand! Any "power" that 'we' think 'we' might have; is a

total delusion. I am not a pessimist - I am a realist.
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I am a Dutchie living in Canada. An action plan should be focused on growing food and building connections right now. This is

the immediate threat we all face: having to rely on them for food. Even in the Netherlands, where land is hard to get but blessed

with a long growing season and fertile soil. The best way to open eyes to the WEF is through vaccine failure. Ride the wave that is

happening with more people refusing the booster and more people refusing the shot for their children. Opening people's eyes to

the criminal fraud by pharma and their puppets in the system with the deadly, genocidal consequences is our best tool. Once they

start to see what's happening there, they will question everything else.
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@"P.S", "The Soros controlled media attack him (Baudet) constantly, so he is losing in the polls " Apparently, Soros didn't stop

Viktor Orban's recent victory, a Putin supporter, in Hungary, so maybe...

www.theguardian.com/world/2022/apr/03/viktor-orban-expected-to-win-big..
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You never know when you are moving that "40% hesitance" over to our "30% freedom Cghters". I stand with a small group on Main

st. weekly. Several people, when they see me about town, ask if that is me standing there. I say yes and explain why I am there.

All of my former "friends" that have shunned me cause no vax are probably thinking that Otis may be right. He kept telling us this

was a bioweapon and he wasn't getting one. So don't give up and keep dropping little hints about how great you feel but

sometimes the news of adverse things happening to the "vaccinated" make you feel sadness. Here is a list in alphabetically order

by year of the hundreds of people from around the world that attended the school for "Young Global Leaders" beginning in 1993.

Contact them with questions about their thoughts and intentions on the WEF and NWO.

plebeianresistance.substack.com/p/all-the-young-global-leaders-from?s=..
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Great article about property ownership...only one big problem though. Property ownership does not exist in America any longer. Try not

paying property taxes and you will learn who really owns it and that we are simply paying rent!!!
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It is not "time to wake up". The time to wake up, has long since passed! There is none of this (contained within the article) that I haven't

seen coming - for a long time. Am I some kind of genius? I don't think so! The majority of the population of the planet are apathetic,

indifferent, complacent and apparently have very little in the way of cognitive abilities. I like to affectionately refer to them as Brain

Dead! Lately, I've been attempting to warn people on the internet, and friends, of what's coming. That is; the WHO, WEF and the UN, are

pushing for World Domination. I don't see anything that's going to stop them, just as we're not going to stop Vanguard and Blackrock (in

essence, the oligarchs) from owning and controlling everything on the planet! No matter what country you live in; your government will

not save you from what's coming.

Governments are totally "bought and paid for"! They do not work for 'us'. They work for the oligarchs. The number of entities/people that

billy boy alone has paid off, must be staggering! That evil minion has his thumb in every evil pie imaginable! I have, on my computer,

and have read, the WHO's 'constitution' and have already been trying to warn people that humanity only has a couple of years left before

the real Dystopian Nightmare begins.

Most ignore me...which is to their detriment. I have been connecting the dots and putting the pieces of the puzzle together for a long

time; and it comes easy to me. The majority of the population - not so much! I try to get the most out of each day and for me...every day

that I'm able to ride my bike, play my musical instruments and get adequate nutrition, is a gift. As angry as I become at this evil society,

I'm thankful and grateful for the simple pleasures that at least for now, I am still able to enjoy.
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Yes Randy, As reported by Dr. Mercola ,Vanguard, Blackrock, State Street and/or Berkshire Hathaway. At virtually every major

company, you'll Cnd these names among the top 10 institutional investors. Mega corporations, investment companies, dominate

all aspects of our lives. We are witnessing a transformation of society resulting in permanent restrictions on fundamental

freedoms and mass surveillance as entire sectors are sacriCced to power large corporations and monopolies: pharmaceuticals,

the giants of high technology, Bigdata, Amazon, Google, biotech, etc., and ultimately BigMoney.

All of them will act with devourers of the companies that have gone bankrupt due to an economic crisis derived from the policies

of restrictions on freedoms directed by corrupt institutions and philanthropists. Economies are being "restructured" and many

jobs will be done by machines powered by artiCcial intelligence, a big hand of technocracy that dehumanizes and buries people's

souls. The WEF met in Davos, with the power elites who are leading this Great Reset with the vision of their inhuential Klaus

Schwab, who want to promote technological dominance and Global Governance.

Of course they all know each other. They are trying to help each other These global elites want to manage the entire planet, they

think they are much smarter than you, that you cannot make decisions on your own. It's not about climate change. It's about

raising your taxes. It's not about equality. It's about increasing regulation of ordinary people like you and me. It is not about

improving your standard of living. It's about giving them more and more power. They care about one thing and one thing only,

which is to pursue their own interest.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the reply, Gui. At the risk of sounding repetitive; I'm on the record as stating - from the very beginning of the covid

hoax, that it was never about some "deadly" virus, or caring about our health. It was a weapon of mass distraction and "a means

to an end". I'm thinking that the aforementioned end, is now coming into focus for anyone who is not yet cognitively impaired.
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DonnaT_
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, For years, I too have been putting the dots together. I cannot think my way out of all the traps being set for us. Then, I

remember there are way more of us than them. What do we have that they don't? We have Light inside of us and the ability to

bring in much more Light. Ultimately, this is a spiritual war and we could possibly win it by ushering in Christ in his return through

our own consciousness. He will return through us. See the evil around us but do not allow fear to overtake us. We Cght them with

the Love we hold in our hearts.

        You may think this is airy-fairy BS, but I think it is a battle of energy. If we can raise the frequency of the Earth high enough,

evil cannot function. They will be exposed and vulnerable. It will take all, or most of us to do this with a lot of help from above,

ETs, our guides and angels.  That's the best I can do, by keeping my spirit high. All of us agreed to be here at this time to Cght this

battle. We must claim our power. You may think differently. If so, I welcome other ideas that would deliver us from evil.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on you Randy. I got a lot out of this video, best thing I've seen on Russia-Ukraine, that suggests compellingly to me that the

current narrative may devastatingly fail, which could prompt a deep and painful awakening. The solidity of the control system is

more frail than I'd realized. Have a look if you've time: www.youtube.com/watch
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awareness of the coming storm is one thing. But knowing just makes it worse if there’s nothing you can do about it. What can

anyone do about it?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Texas - hold Crm? Don't sell? Don't let them steal your joy. Turn off the negative and tune up the positive? I'm with keeping

positive and happy - I still have sunrises and sunsets - can't steal those! My dogs, spring howers - as a tiny girl I remember

someone telling me to focus on the little things. DonnaT - I totally believe in energy - you can feel it from everyone around you if

you are in tune - we need to be each others tribe right now!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imaginal; thanks for the link. The "oicial" story is ALWAYS a lie.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Imaginal110 for very good video.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DonnaT_ Thanks for posting these thoughts. I couldn't agree with you more!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For a short time, I was amazed at the brazenness of these would-be masters of the universe. More recently, however, I am astounded at

the ignorance of my fellow Americans and how many of them are blissfully unaware of what is happening around them. Like trained

seals, they adopted the Covid protocols, they see ESG and DIE as well-meaning ideas that no nice person could possibly oppose, and

the younger demographics have been thoroughly trained to see "climate" as an existential threat, to the point where the fear has

induced mental illness.

It takes some measure of chutzpah to openly proclaim your goals and either dare people to do something about them, or think that few

will even notice let alone react. And here we are. Had someone told you of these things Cve years ago, you'd have likely thought that

person was crazy or, at the very least, a wild-eyed conspiracy buff. It is the strangest thing; we've gone from fretting over back-room

deals to ignoring things happening in broad daylight.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And it's crazy when intelligent folks buy into it - actually, not crazy - scary!
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And it's crazy when intelligent folks buy into it - actually, not crazy - scary!
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the engineered agenda put humans into fear, they submitted, plain and simple. They wanted to be dutiful citizens, and

complied, thinking unjabbed humans were the risky ones. Lets understand that we all have free-will and have the right to make

our own choices, even if we disagree. My family all chose to get their jabs and they had the right to do so, yet they thought i was

the crazy one.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even those who see through Covid protocols think they were honest but well-meaning mistakes. Heard someone say Social

Credit sounded bad because they "might not allow him to buy ice cream when he wanted"!? Never mind the prospect of absolute

slavery. Worse than any form in history. You will own nothing and have no privacy. They will tell you where to go. They will tell you

what to put in your body. They will monitor your brain patterns and data in the only social activity they'll allow. The Metaverse.

They will choose your podmates. You will have no lover and no friends. Alone together forever.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This concept could all fall in a NY minute if the stock market goes south?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And its being predicted straight ahead.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's happening as we speak. DOW has fallen 1,500 pts since Friday. All Cnancial analysts have been saying the "big one" is just

around the corner for months now. Luckily, my job isn't dependent on the stock market, but my 401K is! I needed 3 more years

like the last 5 years and I was going to walk away from this circus act at the age of 59.5.
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rakey64
Joined On 11/26/2010 10:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The covid virus has killed millions worldwide". Well for one thing, their act of giving a damn about it killing millions worldwide is

laughable, they couldn't care less and second the injections, I believe, have killed far more than the virus and both are man made for a

very nefarious depopulation agenda that is going quite well!
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can only be owned, if you agree to it.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covid rent moratorium has done much to undermine affordable rent. Not requiring tenants to pay rent has forced many landlords

into forced sales of their property. Due to nonpayment of rent for so many months, many landlords have had to raise rents to cover their

losses.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Owning a home is essential for life. In 20 of the 22 cities analyzed by the platform, the average price of apartments for rent in

Europe has increased. The greatest growths were registered in Helsinki (10.9%), London, Vienna (8.2% in both cases), Berlin

(7.8%) and Hamburg (7.4%). The 2008 Global Financial Mortgage Crisis was triggered directly by the collapse of the housing

bubble. A bubble that was promoted by the corrupt capitalist market and allowed by institutions and governments. In many

countries in times of crisis like that of 2008, rents have risen and tenants could not pay and entire families were evicted and

children have had to live in the apartment owned by their grandparents.

Vacant hats were sold to big real estate funds while families were hurt by a corrupt capitalist market. Now, since rents are very

high, many people with a certain salary security are Cnancing the purchase of their main residence, which has also become more

expensive due to speculation by large real estate funds. The bubble is increasing despite the crisis. Families buy the house with

a Cxed mortgage because interest rates tend to rise in the coming years, at least in Europe. We are in a vicious circle where the

great fortunes speculate to increase the value of their assets.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1) The right to private property primarily serves those who own it. George Washington, early America's richest individual, and other

oligarchic founding fathers who got away with a constitutional coup to build a continental empire and extend their ownership and

control of land and resources, didn't give a damn about any inseparability of private property and freedom except as it pertained to their

fortunes. Just ask all the dispossessed subjects of former colonies and then new republic, many who fought a revolution for other

reasons than rule of the rich, who were excluded from political participation and power by reason of having little to no property.

And of course no better example of this noble lie is to be found than that peculiar institution of slave property, except perhaps that of

'savages' (as Jefferson called them in 'his' Declaration of Independence) who generally lived in more egalitarian, democratic societies

without custom and concept of ownership and private property, which if anything helped make their own personal possessions, their

own persons, more secure, at least until the exterminating White Man came along. Ever since, U$ history has been a dreary, predictable

continuation of class rule, constantly at war with the commoners to establish wealth at our expense.

It's no accident that one of the bloodiest periods of capital-labor struggles was during the reconstitution of wealth from agricultural to

industrial bases, when robber barons and 'our' gubners colluded in the biggest land grab to date to convert (nominally) public into

private property of railroad empires...repeating the origin of capital in blood and dirt, as Marx said, with enclosures of the commons,

continuing today under 'globalization' to extend private property 'rights' (your inalienable right of freedom be damned) over all life, from

genetic patents and other intellectual property rights to natural assets companies and monopolization of earth's every inch.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2) The post-WWII American Dream, to which home ownership was central, was indeed something to be believed when one was

dreaming. This so-called golden era of capital was a nightmare for human masses across the then global empire of Pax/Pox

Americana, exercising unprecedented power over planetary resources, and waging nonstop war to prove it, thereby allowing

corporate state welfare on the home front to redistribute resources in restricted ways like race and sex/gender (e.g., home

ownership particularly a prerogative of white hetero males - Father Knows Best!). Of course, industrial schooling could be

counted on to take and teach us from earliest age that we in Amerikkka lived in a classless society, because most if not everyone

enjoyed middle class upward mobility.

And just to make sure the middle class knew their place in the pecking order, there were such rackets as home 'ownership' to

have people bound to the system for life by bank mortgages, and the predatory rentier class. Suburban sprawl to transplant white

working class populations from inner cities via monopolized means of mass transportation by the automobile industry

characterized the welfare state's cooptation of citizens as consumers, a disempowered body politic suffering the plague of

a�uenza.  BlackRock, Vanguard...the latest versions of the rule of private property, all rights be damned. If there are those who

now are waking up to how asleep they've been in the Amerikan Dream machine, wake up as well to its real, people's history here

in the U$, Inc., and Cght a true revolutionary war against class rule. It may be our last chance.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like your history lesson!! Here's my angle on a bit of European history: In Europe there was feudalism for generations...many

Europeans escaped just that and hed to the Americas, but it seems that the same mentality that enforced feudalism in Europe

can be found in most so called evolved societies. The Great Reset joke is that same mentality trying once more to grab

everything for themselves, as they did in times past, throwing people off the land, enclosing the land and putting sheep on it (in

the UK)...far more proCtable back then.

They were so powerful (the Landed Gentry), they didn't need any new laws to achieve their aims...they just went ahead and

evicted everyone, by force if they resisted...often burning their habitats to ensure the departure of the undesirables, turning them

into a mass of impoverished beggars whom they were later able to utilised at the start of the 1st industrial revolution as cheap

labour in their wool mills. The few tenuous freedoms the masses of humanity gained with the help of a some decent minded

wealthier thinkers in the last century obviously galls the present day would be feudal lords, so here they come again, this time

needing a plandemic to scare the pants off people and then a lock down to see how much control they could exercise...that went

well...they think!!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Constitution was written mainly by the elite, for the beneCt of the elite. The minions had a few tiny bones thrown in for them

because the armed citizenry could get a bit militant.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you think this is going to be harder to pull off in the countries founded on freedom? I can't see them having success in the US -

they're going to have to get down and dirty to do that - and maybe that's already in the plan, who knows? I guess we'll know when we're

attacked on our soil by whatever missile they aim our way. Or maybe they'll do it quietly by Clling our skies with chemicals and

poisoning our food with glyphosates and adding chemicals and the lovely huoride to our water supplies... and then there's always the

monsantolandfoodcircus to keep us healthy and nourished - not.  I can tell you one thing - my kids are commenting A LOT now on how

sick they've been since they accepted the covid vax.

These are two who were not vax'd and ran around like tanks never picking up anything out there. Even covid. My son was in a room

where covid went through everyone who visited like wildCre, except him and one other guy.  hmmm.  Well, now that he's had the shot, he

can't seem to get better and his lungs are getting increasingly worse, so are his nosebleeds.  Thanks Bill. If I couldn't stop them from

getting it, at least I can help them through it - something I have no interest in doing because I'm so angry inside because they all

thought I was nuts by NOT getting the shot. Sigh. Can't I just run away to an island that doesn't require the vax and eat seafood and live

in a hammock? I mean - I don't want to stay here! I feel done with the US.

I feel done with this global crappy crisis. I feel betrayed by them still pushing forward with these passport restrictions requiring a vax

that isn't a vax and isn't even around anymore.  And the elephant in the room still exists: get the vax even if you've had the sickness. It's

BS, all of it is BS.  But everyone (who is not awake) is still looking at the almighty gov't to solve all its problems.  It's kind of depressing

that our elected gov't oicials are a very poor example to us and the world. Sad. :(
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ElmerFudd
Joined On 4/28/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The UNITED STATES all of its departments, possessions, and territories are incorporated under the UNION CORPORATION ! Its oicers,

directors, agents, servants, employees, committees, successors, and assigns, and upon all other persons in active concert and

participation, all other corporations of the World. Which require collective control and membership, DO NOT OWN the land to tax the

people for the United States of America who are Free and Independent which goes global. The monopolies and oligarchs will now have

to get their stock securities shares from some place else. Protected under the Declaration of Independence, from the Crown

Corporation ! Did the Free men forget their slave history ? Oh, Moses!.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ElmerFudd: Also the Earth is hat and the Moon is made of green cheese.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting post - I did Cnd this on it... factmyth.com/.../the-united-states-is-a-corporation  **trying to decipher all it says, of

course. I have often heard the queen was buying land, then we heard Gates was buying up our farmland... nothing like the KING

of depopulation messing with our food supply, eh? Then there's the activities of China globally.. but that's a whole nuther can of

worms ;)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

robinlillian he is correct. After Lincoln's death and the war between the states the country became a corporation in 1870. Almost

made it 100 years as a Republic. Banksters took control of money in 1913, bankruptcy in 1933. Thank you Elmer.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I moved to Tulsa OK in June 2018. I was following vacant land prices bc I wanted to buy several acres to live on. At the time the best

deals I found were 40 acres for 70k. They have streams and lots of trees, utilities at the street and not to far out of town. Fast forward to

today they are selling $20k per acre and that is NO JOKE!! Home prices have shot up to 25% and higher in ONE YEAR!! There are several

factors; Oklahoma has an open marijuana market so a lot of west coast companies have moved here, due to covid insanity many

families moved here to get away from the regimes. They move in with their big Csts of cash, no haggle. Us locals (new locals) can no

longer afford to buy.

Rent is being driven through the roof. There are so many drugged out homeless living on the streets its disgusting. They walk through

and ride their bmx bikes with backpacks looking for things to steal. It's different. Plus the illegal aliens from Mexico and South America

are coming in droves. I live next to a home full of them and it's distressing to say the least: trash, parties, noise, cars, disrespect.  I still

plan on buying but it's going to take another couple years. Would be nice to get together with a group and purchase something,

somewhere. Anyone need a grandma to garden, cook and take care of things? LOL
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katnodogncoo: 1. Why should American citizens not have the right to move to Tulsa if it's cheaper, and they can work over the

internet? Why should you have more right to live there than anyone else? 2. A lot of the Southwestern United States was once

part of Mexico, so it's not surprising that many still live in those areas. Before that your area was a colony of Spain.  3.  Do NOT

buy now. Wait. Or Cnd something cheaper in the countryside outside of Tulsa.  What goes up must come down. Housing prices

are reaching a high point, and another crash is coming sooner rather than later.

If you own a house, you beneCt from higher prices if you sell. The general trend is up, but we are nearing the end of this cycle of

rising prices. Rent is probably going to continue to go up.   4. Most states are in the process of legalizing marijuana, so good luck

Cnding somewhere it's illegal. Actually, drug dealers will be gone from the streets once it's sold in pharmacy stores. The maCa

controlled alcohol when it was illegal in the 1920s. All of that disappeared when Prohibition was repealed.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robinlillian, I didn’t say Don’t move here. I don’t care what nations claimed the land prior as EVERY nations has been conquered

and reconquered. Your argument is invalid. Pot lows here are different than most states we have few restrictions on opening a

business which makes it prime for the maCa and other large scale gangs to move in and make quick money. I sold real estate I’m

aware of market huctuations yet we know what’s coming; read Mercola’s article above. Colorado was ruined by left coasters as is

Texas currently declining and more conservative states are being ruined by left wingers bringing their commey ways with them

as they hee the waste lands they created.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kat, it's a similar situation here in TN. I have properties in AR and TN for a total of around 40 acres. My off the grid property in AR

is 20 acres. I've been contacted many times to sell my property(s). It's gotten so bad that they are calling my RELATIVES! How in

the hell do they have my relatives' phone numbers?? My mother called me Sunday to let me know an agent called her concerning

my property in TN. She lives in AR. I'm like OMG! It is scary. I have a feeling it was a phishing scam and they were trying to get

enough information to steal my identity. Title/Deed fraud is very REAL! People are being kicked out of their own homes,

especially the ones that are fully paid for! Four of my 5 properties are paid for.

My wife wants to pay off this property and I'm reluctant to zero out our accounts to pay off this house. When this Biden

Administration induced recession hits we will both probably be out of a job (all part of the great reset)! We will need some cash

to get us by until we can make lifestyle adjustments. I'm trying to get my TASKRABBIT (handyman) account in full operation and

get my reputation built up before this happens. I'm also applying for a handyman license in my county. I'll most likely be self

employed from 2023 on.....
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, I'm currently planting seeds to sell small veg and howers as a side gig while ingratiating myself to the neighbors. I've

lived here 4 years and barely know anyone. Last week I was gardening out front and watched 6 men on 4 wheelers tear down the

street. When things collapse, they'll be ruling the roost... I'll be toast but I've got enough ammo to make it interesting LOL LOL  I

worked for a top realtor group before I got my license to sell. They do a lot of investigative work to get contact information on

properties they want; most is easy to Cnd public info. It use to be you could request to keep your number out of the local phone

book, those days have passed, our info is on the internet and unless you have a legal team to bury it; it's easy pickin- Good luck to

you and your family. And damn awesome that you have so much property!!!!
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AlexJAzar
Joined On 8/28/2016 6:55:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Possession is 9/10ths of the law." This ownership of land the article refers to is an illusion. That we choose to participate in. Dispel the

illusion, and ownership of land returns back to those who possess it. You don't own anything you don't possess. A small group of

psychopaths can not enslave a nation of people with 400 million guns, without the consent of the people.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AlexJAzar: 1. Guns are useless against tanks, planes, bombs, drones, tear gas, etc. None of those existed when the Constitution

was written. You can be killed from a distance with no risk to the attacker. 2. The powerful aren't going to suddenly just evict

everyone. They do it a few at a time if you don't pay them, so your neighbors won't take up arms for you. They don't even want

people on the streets. They just want to proCt from high prices. You can stay as long as you pay your mortgage and property

taxes, or rent.
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, americans love their guns. But they are useless against haarp, high powered sound devices, and dews........cheers

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 2:07:05 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone really believe a military son would be willing to bomb or kill their civilian mother?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:54:21 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally don't think this will ever happen. This sounds like a globalist scheme to control everyone and we the people see through

this nonsense.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:51:42 AM
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, Crst by inhation, then by dehation, the banks and

corporations that will grow up around(these banks) will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the

continent their fathers conquered.” The states need to address this before we'll all living in yurts.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 5:52:13 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A stern warning by one of the Founders that the people have not heeded. From the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 to the bankruptcy

of 1933 to today. The people have no country and no money.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 6:46:29 AM
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This screams "[h]old my bear, third world." Who will be inspired to repair, maintain and improve someone else's house? Agents are just

people and they don't care as much about your condition as they do their own.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 5:16:20 AM
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing this information. I have known about this stuff for over a year. The globalists have been controlling every aspect

of our lives for too long, and their castle will crumble soon. We will take back our Cnances, food system, health care system, education

system, and governments. The white hats and the light are taking over and exposing the darkness. Humans worldwide are waking up.

Those who submitted to their Covid jabs will be extremely angry when they learn the truth. cheers.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:41:01 PM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That explains all of the constant offers for my small farm house and 5 acres. Constant cash offers from small contacts several states

away.  You know something’s up when they are literally using google earth to take photographs of your property and then make cash

offers on properties that aren’t even for sell. All without even seeing the place in person.  I’ve known for awhile something shady is

going on, just don’t k ow the details. I’m assuming that globalists are privately funding small LLCs to go around and buy up property

with cash offers that are too enticing for homeowners to pass up. And then there’s the federal government selling off millions of acres

of land to foreign countries like China. 

🦊

 Complete lawlessness nowadays.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:39:51 PM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We get constant robo calls wanting to purchase our properties. When he answers the annoying calls, he is nice. I am not.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:47:39 PM
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Kat3040
Joined On 8/31/2017 8:28:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you know how else they are going after your house? When you accept that additional money in your monthly social security

payment. You know “that EXTRA beneCt” you’re entitled to? Yup, all that “extra” money has to be paid back when you die. They put a lien

on your property to get it. BEWARE… If the client remains in the home and dies, the home goes into probate and the state has the

priority to recover the cost sharing payments.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:33:34 PM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A building crunch in parts of the country? Well, that is certainly not true in SOCAL, where the building of condos and townhouses has

exploded the past 5 years. Just this past year, I have witnessed whole strip malls and schools leveled and huge condo complexes built

in their place. This deCnitely reminds me of what Agenda 21 is about; getting people out of their homes in the rurals and suburbs and

into massive close living environments. Just nasty.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 12:35:21 PM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh no

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:22:43 PM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, I've been calling this out since the Covid-19 lockdowns began. Massive construction sites across all major cities and it's

almost entirely low-cost apartment buildings. This is part of the great reset. It's much easier to "lock down" a consolidated

population. You can't force someone who lives in the boonies to stay inside their house.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:13:43 PM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, and they are over developing in a drought stricken state. Why continue to build when there are clearly not enough resources?

Politicians love themselves some payolla, err, campaign donations.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 9:13:28 PM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim I too, have been trying to alert people to this agenda since 2005, when I Crst heard about it and talked with people who

had seen detention camps being built all over the country. There deCnitely is a plan to house desirables in giant housing

complexes and get rid of the rest of us in camps.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 7:11:16 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I know how to beat Blackrock at their game, but I can't do it alone. It's easy to Cnd these properties that are "bank owned".

Blackrock uses smaller investment Crms and banks to do the actual "buying" of these properties. You can go to most county's websites

and look up "recently sold", "sales pending", and "foreclosure" properties. When you look at these properties online through the county

tax assessor's portal it tells you who owns the property. You can investigate these owners to see who they have ties with. Once you

Cgure out who really owns these properties you can decide for yourself what the next course of action will be.

Just don't get caught. There will be another "Great Recession" and/or "Great Depression". People will have a lot of spare time on their

hands in the near future. More and more privately owned residential properties will fall into corporate hands. The more of these

properties that get taken out, the easier it will be to locate them because they (blackrock and banks) will hire security and/or have

cameras installed (parking lot monitors). As security increases you have to be more careful. There are ways around this. Drones can be

used to survey the area to map attack and retreat routes. Prepare, Plan, & Proceed (PPP).

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 11:06:15 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do these investment bankers insure these properties? If they are buying properties like stockbrokers buy stocks they probably

don't have insurance coverage. If they do have all of these properties insured their insurance rates will go up dramatically. Most

insurance companies won't pay for acts of God or man. I pity the fool who gets caught! When the recession/depression hits

these properties will be taken over by squatters. I really don't see what they gain by buying these properties or what anyone

would gain by damaging them. It's a lose/lose for everyone.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:20:35 PM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IDK Jam. They get special privileges. They most likely own the insurance companies. I believe Dr. M did a report on that actually

a long time ago. I know if I bought a house "sight unseen" I would have a very hard time getting insurance for it. There are several

hoops and hurdles you have jump through to get insured. You have to provide proof of termite inspections, roof/structure

inspection, must meet current electric codes, is the house in a hood zone, etc... How do you make all that happen sight unseen?

My guess is they are uninsured and they don't care. If the house is destroyed and/or condemned it's just amother tax write off for

them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:21:16 PM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Adrien 1 I am constantly being called, texted and receive emails in regards to people wanting to buy our house and property;

immediate sale, cash . . . hurry, hurry, hurry. It's crazy.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 7:13:10 AM
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For once I wish you were wrong but, again, you're not. What an evil world. I look at that withering, prune-faced Gates and I want to puke.

What an evil POS - ole #666. Their success will be short-lived, however. At my age, I won't see their demise but I'm hoping I will because

it will be so much fun partying over them as they languish in their own hell. If you're coming after mine - be sure and bring yours.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you seen George Soros lately? He looks like he just rosed from the grave!! YIKES! He's too evil to die!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:24:57 PM
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

60 years ago, children never left their parents home, they saved their money until they could buy a home and get married. People

frequently rented a room in their house to pay bills. Or, if you graduated college, you and 5 of your friends, rented a house and you got 1

bedroom. You saved your money . You would never get your own apartment, none could ever save, pay rent and survive . Think and

grow rich, You did not go out to restaurants, waste your time on TV, etc etc. God will show you the way if you learn to share.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That maybe the case where you're from. I see more young adults living at home today than I did growing up. I'm 57. There weren't

a lot of job opportunities in the south unless you worked for the timber industry. You had to work. As soon as you graduated high

school you either went to college via a scholarship or grant or you went to work. Both required LEAVING home. Growing up in the

3rd world southern USA meant never seeing most of your relatives because they left rural America for jobs in the cities. I now live

in the suburbs of the big city. I get to work with the high school grads that we pay a $15/hr starting wage. Most of them drive

better cars than I drive. We have parking lot full of V8 powered 2018 and newer Ford Mustangs, Chevy Camaros, Dodge Chargers,

and Dodge Challengers.

These are all $40,000 to $60,000 cars. So these people are making less than 32K a year, which is less than $1,000 every 2 weeks

(after taxes) and they can afford to drive a car that cost $1,000/month?? NO WAY! Assuming they are not doing anything illegal

to supplement their income, you have to assume they have no other bills or responsibilities. That means they are either living

with mom, dad, or grandparents or they just happened to Cnd a partner willing to accept their irresponsible spending habits. I

separated all 3 of those because most of these kids we are hiring came from single parent homes.
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REALTORGUY
Joined On 10/11/2012 1:05:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know that the vaccines, the food, the air, and the water are all contaminated by toxins that are bad for our health. And yet, you talk to

the average person, and they think that all is well. If you look at autism, dementia, cancer, and diabetes, it is obvious we have major

challenges to overcome. Ted Cruz had a good idea: balance the budget and get term limits.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

REALTORGUY: They would have to raise taxes or eliminate social security, or maybe both to balance the budget. People would

scream bloody murder. It won't happen, especially with Covid.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 9:00:54 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL LOL LOL Term limits LOL LOL LOL

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 10:42:27 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no budget to balance. 100% of federal income tax goes to the banksters for payments on the interest only!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 2:01:21 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robin, 90% of the states balance their budgets every year. Why can't the Feds Cgure out how to do the same? If eliminating

certain SOCIALIST programs is required, then so be it! Start with ending all the Covid-19 BS stimulus packages/checks. Next,

CLOSE OUR BORDERS! There's a LEGAL process for entering this country. It's not diicult to get. It's called a WORK VISA! You

come here and WORK! You prove your devotion and loyalty to the USA and then you apply for citizenship. It's a process that takes

a while. It ensures we only have people coming here that want OPPORTUNITIES and not HANDOUTS! It's very simple.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 5:13:32 PM
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juliamercola
Joined On 9/9/2021 10:54:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I noticed is that government has excessive regulations that make building new housing harder for small developers, and passes

laws that penalize middle class house owners and small investors. They give money to their Cends in business to buy "affordable

rentals". Under the pretense that it will stop big corporations from snatching properties. But eliminating the competition and

partnerships with the government only makes it easier for them. The goal is, perhaps, government owned housing.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:50:05 AM
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

juliamercola: No. The goal is housing owned by large corporations who can charge expensive rents and make big proCts.

Government owned housing is only for very poor people on welfare to keep them from becoming homeless. The amount of

government subsidized housing is very small and shrinking. It takes months/years to get into one of the housing projects. It isn't

proCtable for rich people/corporations. It's all about the money. Follow the money and who gets it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 8:33:32 AM

+ Like  , Dislike
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marvsannes
Joined On 12/25/2020 4:35:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oregon passed a law eliminating "single family zone". All current building lots will be multi-family, eventually. 10 and 20 unit buildings

going up in Salem, OR.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 10:54:01 AM
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Ayseljafar
Joined On 4/10/2020 10:05:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what to do about it? what can we do to stop? yes, we are powerful but we are sitting watching these psychopaths implement their

plans step by step !!!we have no plan they have well designed plans..
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DeeChicago
Joined On 11/26/2008 6:20:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola I have a request... because your articles are only available for a short time can you put a link address to the videos you

include so that when I print the .pdf of the article I will have access/address to the videos as well... Myself and those I send your

articles to cannot always get to your articles in the limited time they are available... Love your work and thank you for all your efforts

and challenges in providing this information.
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Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

Good point. Any video that is on YouTube can be reached by clicking on link in lower left corner of video. This is true for the video

at the top of the article today. For those videos on BitChute we will be including links to them in future articles.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Separating us from access to land is equal to separating us from access to food. Even in tough times folks who have some land can try

to survive with a garden and maybe animals. On top of that, place this FEUDALISM template that Klaus Schwab and his billionaire club

are resurrecting, and all our individual skills if we are lucky enough to express them, will be utilized for THEIR beneCt, with our survival

being only tenuous and barely a beneCt?  Globalists truly are a sick bunch. They are, after all, the ones who insisted on the

petroleum/chemical/nuclear model this past 100+ years -- which has resulted in all the degradation of the environment and human

health.

It is their greed and Cnancial/economic structures that have led to this challenge of collapsing economies. Already in the late 1950s

many came forward protesting the direction the power structure moguls were taking. It is not like mankind was blind to their mistaken

choices. They didn't want to control themselves. And the Overlords claim now that they have a solution?  Agenda 2030? The Great

Reset? Just laughable, because their greed and bald self-interest are still their main motivations.  If they succeed with these schemes,

there will not be enough people on Earth to Cx all the things that the Overlords' policies and choices have broken. Where are all the

educated, skilled professionals and workers going to come from?

That's the kind of population that is needed to keep high tech systems running, to troubleshoot everytime failed infrastructure breaks

down, whether it is water systems, sewage systems, transportation systems, aging nuclear power plants, corroding caps on oil drillings,

and rescuing and replenishing what's left of the arable topsoils and reforestation. Neither the FEUDAL nor communist systems created

the high tech treasure these Globalists adore. They won't keep it alive with a skeleton crew of slaves and serfs who live without

personal incentives, hopes, or dreams.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Postscript: Mining has always -- and I mean always -- been key to their successes. That's why the ages of mankind have been

named for metals! Bronze Age, Iron Age.... Take a gander at this video about mining in the pristine rainforests that are home to

the rare Birds of Paradise. When these global entities have "successes" like this, they must think they can do anything. But it

cannot be sustained. That's what is so twisted and idiotic about their "Sustainable Future" mumbo-jumbo. Because their mode of

operation is not sustainable. Never has been. Because it is based on their concept of disposable areas; they are willing to

sacriCce areas to degradation and pollution and overuse and misuse.

Be it the salt caves Clled with nuclear waste, the footprint of Chernobyl and the land and water of Fukushima, the mountain top

removal and strip mining everywhere, the pits of water table pollution on every continent, or an entire Gulf of Mexico oil spill.

That is their state of mind -- they can walk away with the proCts and it will never need to be addressed again because they can

move on to a new place to exploit. Their viewpoint applies to all of us people too. We are to be used and then we are disposable.

The mining video is here --  www.youtube.com/watch
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Electronic technology is what is fencing in liberty and freedom (before plowing it under). The Crst constructive change that I am going

to make to my life is to lessen my participation in electronic technology to what I need and not want, and to treat what I need as a tool

and not a toy or as my go-to for entertainment. Admonish and ignore it. The second constructive change that I am going to make to my

life is to live more primitively, more naturally, and as a minimalist: Need before want. Quality before quantity. The corporatist cabal and

the globalist elite can go f*ck themselves.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who 'Led' the planet INTO the mess we Cnd ourselves, now think they have the answers that will lead us OUT of the mess...How

so? How can those who have backed arms sales and war on innocent civilians, those who have actively lobbied politicians to adopt

more leniency to massive corporations, allowing them to add toxic ingredients to ready made foods, those who have polluted the planet

with oil spills, those who spray poisons on our food crops in the name of proCt, those who invest in pharmaceutical companies that

actively promoted the use of addictive opioids...how on earth can any of these people, who are the ones pushing for the Great Reset, for

jabbing everyone with who really knows what, who Cnance the spraying of goodness knows what 'dusts' into the atmosphere by what is

called geo-engineering, who consider most people and most of the planet their experimental play ground, be trusted to 'lead' us in a

beneCcial direction???????
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband and I both received text messages from someone inquiring about buying our home. We thought it was a scam so just

deleted it. Our neighbor received the same message and did some digging and found out it was a company out of Oregon owned by

Blackrock. We have been trying to move and the homes are being bought sometimes before they’re even listed. They show as coming

soon and then once they’re listed it shows pending sale. We’ve worked in the Cnancial and lending industry and know all too well what

happens when you buy an overpriced house right now. I can’t tell you how many homes we had to foreclose on because people were so

upside down on their homes they couldn’t sell when they needed to. The exact same thing will happen with this burst. We will likely be

in our current home for a while considering we refuse to pay more than something is worth.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is happening in my area recently too. Many phone calls. But it is part of a continuing trend because a sizeable percentage of

home purchases for at least ten years here have been made by outsiders who then just hold the homes and use agencies to rent

them to vacationers. When it Crst started it was a big issue because some renters came to party, sometimes loudly and with a

surplus of vehicles, and disrupted the neighborhood. That's how it got on the radar; it led to a notiCcation process where a new

owner who intended to use property this way had to post his intent and give neighbors the ability to dispute claims of adequate

parking, etc.  But the main point is -- outsiders buying up single family homes and keeping them out of the hands of families is

for real here.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is Agenda 21? If you do not know about it, you should. Agenda 21 is a grand plan for global ’Sustainable Development,’ brought to

you from the United Nations. George H.W. Bush (and 177 other world leaders) agreed to it back in 1992, and in 1995, Bill Clinton signed

Executive Order #12858, creating a Presidential Council on ‘Sustainable Development.’ This effectively pushed the UN plan into

America’s large, churning government machine without the need for any review or discussion by Congress or the American people.

Agenda 21 and Sustainable Development are really cloaked plans to impose the tenets of Social Justice/Socialism on the world.

At risk from Agenda 21; Private Property ownership, Single-Family homes, Private car ownership and individual travel choices, privately

owned farms. Agenda 21 plan openly targets private property. For over thirty-Cve years the UN has made their stance very clear on the

issue of individuals owning land; Lan cannot be treated as an ordinary asset, controlled by individuals and subject to the pressures and

ineiciencies of the market. Private land ownership is also a principal instrument of accumulation and concentration of wealth and

therefore contributes to social injustice; if unchecked, it may become a major obstacle in the planning and implementation of

development schemes.

The provision of decent dwellings and healthy conditions for the people can only be achieved if land is used in the interest of society as

a whole. according to the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat I), Vancouver, BC, May 31 – June 11, 1976.

Preamble to Agenda Item 10 of the Conference Report.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't say it enough - Dr. Mercola and a few others I believe will be remembered in history as true heroes! Thank you! Their incisive

investigative news reporting is in stark contrast to the mouthpiece of BigPharma/Special Interests that Lamestream media puppets

spew out. Thanks Top Posters for your sound reasoning.
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nevets22
Joined On 9/13/2021 9:52:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simple solution. Clintonize all leftist billionaire globalists, then kindly ask the top shareholders of Blackrock and Vanguard to make gifts

and contributions to all those they scammed. That is if they survive the retribution for their role in the premeditated mass murder and

crimes against humanity, among others in the scamdemic and fake but deadly vaccine used for population control.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They’ll have an eternity in the Lake of Cre to ponder their actions here on earth, along with all of the cowards, liars, and deceivers

that helped them establish their Beast System.
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SgtDonkey
Joined On 4/26/2022 10:12:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good information, yes l've owned 3 homes, acres of land for livestock, why is the outrage happening now, when in2009+,the U.S.

Government, allowed bank of America, to foreclose or just take over all the mortgage companies, in the U.S. l and tens of thousands

probably more, lost there homes (due to no fault of thier own!!) Where's the news on that disaster, very little was reported by News¿¿

This is what happened to me, l recieved a letter, telling me that they ? boa owns my mortgage, they took over Countrywide mortgage

company, l recieved a bill in in 2 weeks, it said my Mortgage is now 2800.00$ a month, not inc.lnsurance/ taxes, l had a Cxed rate 7%,

incl.lnsur.& property tax.at750.00$month it was gone with 1 swoop of boa's pen, l guess the wall st.

Stock brokers, was having trouble, melted down or whatever, needed $, so the president of U.S. let the government's bank Boa, do

whatever they want,them civilians never worked for a living, not served their country get F.U. but l did and real Americans do that,

politician's & Pansy A__ investors will never know this, this info should be told,oh yes it's the truth, the rich folks may be loaded with

money, lf they ever come on property that l own l will kick them in the nuts, and it will be REVOLUTION,
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ghcnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder what the math model reveals as the ideal number of slaves to service these elites. I also wonder about what goes on in the

minds of all groups, doctors, police, military and any group that helps pull off the vast elimination of human being’s … as if after the task

is accomplished there will be a need for them. Good luck to the moron with just such a mentality. I recall reading from back in the

1400’s the thinker’s (laugh) was pushing the concept of too many human’s, so this is not something new. This has been the real reason

for war and it is why Joe Sleezy wants a nuclear conhict. Is there any wonder why they used to bar-b-que certain individuals back in

history. I better stop.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point. But I can tell you, the other side doesn't see it. STILL they don't see it. And I'm no longer opening that can of worms.

They can believe what they want. No no, I'm sure your 40 yo nephew who works out and is built like a tank - I'm sure his heart

attack wasn't because he'd had the two shots and booster. Why would that be? That thing hasn't killed anyone, at least that's what

'the informed' are trying to tell us. They keep up with the current MSM news and honestly think the only shot that had any side

effects was the J&J shot. If I had the link to the 900 pages of side effects (was it that many? Or was it just 900 side effects Cled

so far?) - I would have shared it with him.  Funny how the intelligent are so dang misinformed. And I'm not qualiCed to say

anything, so I don't. I half smile and shake my head. It's the new norm.
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Ultron8
Joined On 3/25/2022 10:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I agree, worse than Nazi Germany. Their solution to every problem is just to kill everyone.
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Annienator
Joined On 7/29/2021 4:18:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have a well and septic tank. We live in rural Colorado. We have to pay $175 yearly fee for water. They changed it to this about 10

years ago.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it your state, too, where you are not allowed to collect rainwater? Such bullhockey!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All our days are numbered, and perhaps more inevitable than ever now with what looms on the horizon or perhaps written on the

proverbial wall. Some say this is the same story since the beginning of time and who are we to say the "some" are wrong or right. These

past 27 months for anyone paying attention has made the inevitable much more palpable. With that said, it all really comes down to

this..."get busy living or get busy dying"
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true! So true! If they steal our joy, they've won.
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Rod Hays
Joined On 4/12/2007 11:31:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been hipping homes for many years and never had black rock offer to buy any of my real estate. I had one property that took 10

years before someone bought it. If Black Rock came an offered a ridiculous amount I'd sell in a heart beat. At 73 I still have to work to

survive.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always wanted to do that! And I understand what you are saying, I think Catherine Austin Fitts might be a good listen on this

subject. My GF had a home in a suburb of Atlanta - worth 495K, Glassdoor bought it for 650K and said she didn't have to do a

thing, they'd make all the changes and repairs. That blew my mind! I haven't looked at all the areas talking this kind of increase...

but that might be telling?? I'm looking in other states right now ... and looking at where the prices are going up vs what they

should be.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t know how long this has been going on but they reached out to my husband and I a few weeks ago. None of the people who

were contacted have their homes for sale. It appears maybe they’re targeting speciCc areas for some reason.
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Florida1
Joined On 8/21/2008 6:39:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mainstream media will not be exposing the truth of ANYTHING that would be against their funder$' interests........... Take the secret

Government/Corporate sponsored, Stasi/COINTELPRO inspired, global Organized Stalking take-down/destroyer program against

activists and dissidents for instance. Every now and then the Dr. Phil Show has featured a segment in order to intentionally make fun or

make light of a very diabolical Program. And they are also active on-line covering it up especially on Reddit.
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Intrepid Irish blogger and COVID scam warrior Dave Cullen just posted a powerful video about this problem as it's being manifested in

Ireland: odysee.com/.../ireland-complete-destruction2:f
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baronkb
Joined On 12/3/2009 5:49:13 PM
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All part of the plan to destroy the US middle class which is a major plank in the 0Biden Dem0cRAT political platform and the WEF's

Great Reset. For future governance simply look at Putin's Russia and Xi's CCP China where the government, in league with oligarchs,

establish tyranny as the way of life.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

baronkb: It's the Repugs who want to destroy the U.S. middle class. The New Deal and unions created the middle class, and they

want to get rid of them to keep more money for rich people. Get your facts straight, or you will be a big loser.
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baronkb
Joined On 12/3/2009 5:49:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

robinlillian: First, I am Independent and refuse to support the legacy, dying Republican Party. I am a 110% supporter of the Trump

policies and America-First, even if I don't alway care for Trump personally. It is the clueless sheeple like you who have absolutely

NO IDEA what you're talking about. Just listen to and read remarks by John Kerry regarding the Great Reset. The Democrats who

created the New Deal are long gone. The party is now controlled by George Soros and is led by 0bama and his radicals Valerie

Jarrett and Susan Rice.

Wanna see your future under these tyrants? Just look Crst at LA's George Gascon and the disaster he's created with rampant

crime in LA. Then look towards Putin's Russia where the government (Putin) conspire with tyrannical oligarchs to rule the

country. Finally, look at how the 0Biden regime and Blue states are Cghting to keep mask mandates knowing fell well that masks

are useless against the virus. All in the name of exerting control and tyranny. WAKE UP!!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

baron, you really would like to hear the video that was just posted above yours..

odysee.com/ireland-complete-destruction-ComputingForever:b0f863eb1acf6..  This is about Ireland, but this is coming to every

country on earth, not just Ireland and the USA.
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baronkb
Joined On 12/3/2009 5:49:13 PM
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020202: Yes, absolutely. Most of the European governments with greater resistance coming from Hungary and the UK are

targeted for the Great Reset. The US is the prize as they know if the US falls, all the rest will also do so. The only defense we have

is the US Constitution if it can withstand the attacks by the leftist horde and the egregious voter fraud committed by the

dem0cRAT Party..
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Robin, you drank the kool-aid. Ive never worked for a Union. I never had health insurance until the Obama Administration made it

the LAW! With that said, I vote Republican 90% of the time. I voted against Mitt Romney. He's what we call a RINO. I voted against

Bush Sr's 2nd term after he broke his promise to uphold Reagan's policies. These Liberal institutions you are so in love with are

the main reasons manufacturers left the USA for countries like Mexico and Vietnam. When you can make products in another

country for 1/4th the price you can make here you pack up and leave. That's why NONE of our electronics are made in the USA.

Even chips and circuit boards are made outside the USA.

We can all thank the Liberaltards and their idiologies for this problem. Now all it takes is some minor hiccup in the supply chain

and everyone gets sent home. What good is a %10 increase in pay a union got you if you're an hourly worker that cant put in more

than 30 hours a week due to shortages in materials/supplies? The feds have oicially LOWERED the USA'S forcasted GDP, not

because we have nothing to build, not because of a recession, but because we cant get the supplies we need to build anything.

All of this is due to failed idiologies like "just in time" (JIT) delivery. These concepts were adopted to reduce the cost of storing

excess inventory.

I've been warning all the manufacturing facilities I deal with in my profession of this supply chain catastrophe that's unfolding

today for over 20 years. The companies that are doing the best right now are the ones who source their supplies locally and the

have large warehouses to act as buffers to supply chain issues. They depend less on truck drivers and more on railroad and

barges to get their inventory delivered in bulk. I don't know or care if that's a Republican or Democrat way of thinking. It is a "get

your hands" dirty way of living. All you key stroking Libs are going to be out of work real soon. The recession is very close.
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Yes Baron! What's more disturbing is that we can see it happening in real time and the Libs are like "nothing to see here". This

happened in China, N. Korea, Russia, Iran, and Venezuela years ago and it wasn't as apparent. Now we have everything streaming

live! Everyone has a camera phone! We have witnessed tyranny sweep across the world like a huge tsunami! Places that I used to

go on vacation to have been in total lockdown and have gone as far as basically enslaving their citizens over something as stupid

as these UNTESTED mRNA jabs! What I witnessed in Canada and Australia was shocking, to say the least. I was in Australia for 2

weeks in 2018. Never once thought they could be a Marxist Dictatorship! I've been in Canada so many times I lost count.

My last trip there was 2019. Half my wife's relatives live in Canada. We couldn't go see them last year or vice versa. But, our

relatives in S. Korea were allowed to come here and go back without the BS 2 weeks of isolation. I'm ba�ed by that. You don't get

more socialist than Asian countries without being communist. Yet, S. Korea had fewer restrictions than Canada and Australia

throughout the pandemic. That's mind blowing! I can literally go to SE Asia easier than I can Canada or Australia. The USA is

almost right there with Canada and Australia.
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I read in 'Kiss the Ground' a great book on the importance of soil to our survival, that following the Vietnam war WHO claimed that Agent

Orange would easily be removed from the body via urination.  'Monopoly' is a great video which shows the strong links between the US

government and Blackrock which is alarming. Also it highlights that the Blackrock, Vanguard, State Street and the like are non proCts so

do not have to disclose donors. It would be nice to know these donors.  One interesting thing is the strong links between Berkshire

Hathaway, Warren Buffett and Gates. Until recently perhaps coinciding with divorce of M and B, Warren Buffett was a trustee of the

Gates Foundation.

In an article from Barrons from 2006 Buffett systematically has given away Berkshire stock to Gates Foundation totalling $US33 billion.

Vanguard, Blackrock and State Street are shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway with Buffett being the largest shareholder. BH is also a

shareholder of Apple with Vanguard and Blackrock. Check out Investopedia for this info.  Wouldn't it be nice if Warren Buffett's legacy

as well as being one of the world's most successful investors could be as a true vanguard by speaking out against Gates even claiming

the return of shares, if that were possible, and by his actions in trying to restore some sense to our world.
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wayne__bramble: Vanguard is a mutual fund company that is owned by its investors--mostly members of the middle class saving

for retirement. Other privately owned investment companies charge much higher fees.
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So, it's time to start planning a comeback right now. That plan starts with learning who the enemies are. In this case, the agents of

those who'd enslave us.
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dejure: You're your own worst enemy believing fake conspiracy theories. It's the people enslaving you telling you who to hate on

Fox News, Brightbart, etc. They are making all the poor people Cght each other while they watch and laugh.
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PART 1 robinlillian, using Washington law, we have RCW 9A.72.080, which states: “Any statement not known to be true is false.”

Mindful of that, it would beneCt all if you, rather than make vague statements, explain the “fake conspiracy theories,” on which

you hold yourself out an expert.  I am curious - why would you think the very people we have FIFTY-ONE constitutions to protect

us from do not need to be monitored, or should not be considered possible enemies, or should be considered part of the “each

other” group your reference?  In addition to the state and federal government constitutions, here, in The State of Washington, we

have laws, referenced in chapter 42.17 RCW, that are ALL about monitoring government agents, "at all levels," for the very reason

they cannot be trusted.

A bit of background, I worked in law for decades. My primary focus was on agencies, whether the Oice of Support Enforcement,

Department of Planning, a police department, a sheriff’s department or other.   At one time, I was one of the foremost experts on

public records access laws in my state. I trained agencies and law Crms on their use, and used them extensively to ferret out

improper acts and omissions (ref., e.g., RCW 42.20.100) by public agents.

On the above, keep in mind the simple deCnition of a conspiracy. It just requires two or more people plotting against another, or

others. That could be to make a proCt, like the billions the pharmaceutical companies realized from their bogus covid scam, or

just a couple people trying to bilk an old lady out of her retirement. Among the things I learned from my years of being around the

legal system is, people who do not believe conspiracies exist are ignorant and, in many cases, even stupid. The latter when the

evidence is a matter of public record, they are made aware of it, and they ignore it.
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PART 2 Keep in mind the fact only a small portion of conspiracy cases make it into our law books (appellate court reports). In

spite of that, those law books are replete with examples of conspiracies that cannot be disputed, as having take place. Look up

Operation Greylord, for example, or the schemes to subject our military to LSD and nuclear experiments. Said another way, RICO

and proCteering laws exist for good reason. Early on in my legal career, I scoffed at conspiracies shared with me, only learn the

proper way to eat crow.

One example was the “conspiracy theories” about chips, which are, now, over thirty years later, known to be true. Jumping to the

subject of ownership of land and things, locally, there was a saying about a local orchardist, who owned thousands of acres of

applies: "He doesn't want all the land, he just wants all the land next to his." Only the ignorant and fools would deny there really

are people like that. History well proves they did exist and thinking minds know they didn’t just magically disappear off the face

of the earth.

 Of those kinds of people, many are well off, even Clthy rich, and some have the advantage of controlling the Cnancial strings of

at least one of the thousands of governments found across our land.  ____________________________________  "dejure: You're your

own worst enemy believing fake conspiracy theories. It's the people enslaving you telling you who to hate on Fox News,

Brightbart, etc. They are making all the poor people Cght each other while they watch and laugh."
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Years ago, before Covid, Michael Hudson, Cnance/real estate, said the world soon would become a RENTIER society. Today's article,

trailing him. https://michael-hudson.com/  . Discovered Michael Hudson, via Ellen Brown, another Cnancial expert writing truth.

https://ellenbrown.com/   Garden & Be Well.......
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Poyeema: You mean things are going back to the way they were before WWII. Affordable loans for home ownership were

invented for veterans.
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Along with “social credit” tracking that we know is in the works, buy the wrong book, click the wrong like, meet with the wrong people,

etc, and you and your family could be made homeless overnight.
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Theophilus1776: You could be made homeless overnight right now if you don't pay your bills. All the corporations really want is

your money.
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Farmers and ranchers are being attacked and driven out by regulations and policies. No or 5% of water needed for crops, but radicals

want to remove dams when more water storage is needed in many areas. Grazing livestock? Coyotes kill most lambs in many areas. Go

to cattle and it is still a Cght with protected lions and wolves in more and more areas. Support PaciCc Legal Foundation's nationwide

mission to save private property rights.
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Shepard505: 1. Dams are just a way to cut off other peoples' water supply downriver and keep it for yourself. 2. Lions?! There

aren't any wild lions in the U.S.--only in zoos. 3. Dams won't even help farmers. Most of the water comes from wells, and we are

using up the ground water. There isn't enough rain in the Midwest, and there is nothing you can do about that.
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Robin, some people may prefer to call them panthers, pumas, or cougars, but the USA does have a large cat. Most of us call them

mountain lions. The USA has approximately 100,000 of them. They are increasing in population at an alarming rate. It's believed

that ferral hogs are responsible for the population explosion. Hogs reproduce rapidly and a young 50# pig is easy prey for a

130-150# cat.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is great hypocrisy about restricting the amount of waste you're allowed to produce. While private homeowners face

condemnation and Cnes if they allow trash to pile up inside and outside homes, cities will often haul their toxic wastes to less-regulated

rural areas and dump it on formerly pristine farmlands and wilderness areas. Biosludge is being applied to forests and Celds. A

landowner may be forbidden to cut down a tree within a setback from a stream, yet industries and municipalities will routinely pollute

waterways without facing consequences.

How else would the water coming out of so many people's faucets be contaminated? The best long-term solution for biosludge is to

create extremely eicient incineration plants that recycle gases as fuels for industry while concentrating cinders into very small

amounts to be disposed of in toxic waste sites. Many counties are seeking industries that would provide employment and are willing to

donate land to build such facilities. There are industries eager to sign long term contracts to insure a dependable off grid fuel supply.

These plants could pay for themselves in the long run while also resolving the dilemma of where to keep storing trash, but initial capitol

investment is an obstacle. Most wastewater treatment plants only treat the wastewater. They do not adequately address the problem of

what to do with solid wastes. The major drawback to the carbon credit system is that it will tie up land under contract for a number of

years.

In some ways, it may limit a farmers use of the land and property rights. Ideally, a person wants to own land, resources or investments

that keep ahead of inhation. The hot real estate market indicates expectations of ongoing inhation. I doubt we will see a sudden drop in

home prices... prob just a slower pace of increase eventually. Covid lockdowns have driven people's needs for secure housing. Also, too

much "togetherness" and adult children moved back in with parents. -con.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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-con.- When a person owns a home, they have greater opportunities. A loan means tax write-offs and collateral for loans. Land

around a home may provide for a garden, chickens or a cottage industry. Upgrades can be made to reduce certain expenses. If a

person can live in a less populated area and be fairly self-reliant without needing to travel much ($gas$) or needing many

services, there may be greater savings in terms of taxes.  Rents are so high in many areas that people cannot afford to not buy a

home. Getting together a down payment stops many people who are already burdened by paying high rents.

Anything decent at an affordable price is getting harder to Cnd. That is why I keep saying people need a skillset they can practice

in a rural area. Most inner cities are no longer favored locations to live or raise children. (I am sure people will name a few

exceptions.) Another factor keeping people trapped in cities is the loss of knowledge of how to be a home owner. People used to

understand how to do more home maintenance themselves. Costs can be prohibitive if someone must be hired for maintenance

and every repair job.

As more and more children are raised in city apartments, many of these skills learned working with a father in a workshop, for

example, are being lost. Or home butchering, large scale food preservation, etc. There are some things not easily accomplished

in tiny minimally-equipped kitchenettes. Apartments in some large cities no longer even have kitchens! real estate is too

expensive to spare the sqaure feet and so many people no longer eat at home.
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Almond: Would you like to live next to someone with a pile of stinking garbage and rats next door?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Robin, to answer your question, YES I would live next to this peron with smelly compost and rats. Where Im from, we EAT RATS!

Squirrel, Nutria, and even large barn rats are on the menu at my house. Funny you ask such a question. I have had several

neighbors with compost piles (even out houses) over the years. I've never even once smelled anything except FRESH country air.

It helps when you have 5 acres between each house. We all have septic systems, but to prevent from over Clling them most of us

"go in the woods" or have an out house as a backup toilet during fair weather days. Gray water from sinks and showers are used

to water the garden. It's very eicient, environmentally friendly, and self-sustaining.
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Almond
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robin... Perhaps I did not make my thoughts clear enough. None of us wants to live near a dump, nor should we have to. The

point I am trying to make is that municipalities and corporations often do what private homeowners would be prosecuted for

doing on even a tiny scale. And get away with it without consequences. For example, it I cut down a tree near a stream, I could be

prosecuted, but a city can dump toxic waste that hows into a stream with impunity. The laws are not enforced equally.  arlen... I

understand big fat country rats are very good eating in rural parts of Mexico. I suppose they are very different than city dump

rats. When I was in h.s. kids would get together and shoot rats at the city dump from pickup trucks.

it was considered target practice and a public service. In those days, we never thought about what could happen if your truck

broke down or you got a hat tire. We would see 50-100 rats in one place at a time and they were as big as cats! That was just

what we saw immediately in front of us. There could easily have been a million. And they were extremely aggressive. Prob

diseased. DeCnitely a health risk. I would hesitate to eat a lot of rodents (even rabbits) in cities because you never know what

kind of garbage they have been eating. With rodents (rabbits, squirrels, rats), you should also know about the prevalence of

rabies and other diseases in your area.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Thank you for a concise and excellent summary with some of the best videos I have yet seen explaining what is happening to our now

rapidly changing world and the whys and hows of it all. I have collected masses of information on the subject, but to explain it to others,

the information needs to be precise yet of short duration due to the short attention span that most people seem to have these days. The

material here is outstanding in this regard.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being on the side of tyranny does not protect you from it. Something to contemplate, more so if you are a politician. (Stalin purges

come to mind)
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If anything, being best buds with a tyrant almost ensures you an early (if not unmarked) grave. Lie down with dogs. Get up with

heas.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What everyone here needs to understand is that this is a result of a long period of ultra-low interest rates; that all these giant funds, (I

must add holding your savings, yes YOUR Savings), are now using the purchase of your homes to ensure a stable and always higher

interest rate on "their" sic! money. May I also be so bold as to suggest that everyone link to and read the regular output of Daniel

Amerman http://danielamerman.com/  The Stealthy Raid on our bank accounts, being the latest.

(Importantly I have no Financial relationship with Daniel Amerman, he runs regular meetings and sells books and DVD's, none of which I

have ever bought). Having said that, I have followed his writings for many years and Cnd his teachings very apt, and clearly stated. He is

writing a book on line and you should be able to go back to read his earlier output. I always Cnd his work very useful in allowing me to

understand what is going on at the highest levels of Cnance; as such I have, as also with Mercola, always retained copies of his output

on my PC.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Chris, good reading. Yeah, those low interest rates by the FED makes it very proCtable for Black Rock to own houses,

because they can loan money at a 1% mortgage rate to buy homes. When for example they get a 4% return (often more) from

rent, it means 3% proCt, so buying houses up at a large scale, they can earn billions. That is the reason why they overpaying for

houses, because they are hugely proCtable. Then house prices go up, so a normal family cannot afford to buy a house anymore.

They are force to rent, but then the rents go up, like today's article said, in some areas with more than 30% in a year.

They do this also in Europe. Soros is also buying houses. Like this they get a monopoly. Low interest rates creates also inhation,

so your savings and pension go up in smoke and food and fuel prices explode. How to pay for a 30% higher rent? Like this the

elite get richer, own everything, pay no tax, and 'hackable' others will own nothing, but debt. Maybe they will be happy living in the

matrix fantasy world of Nethix and computergames.
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MyLucky10
Joined On 1/7/2010 9:49:24 AM
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I thought it was illegal for monopolies to control anything?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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And so is election fraud, rioting, unconstitutional mandates, forced jabs, etc. etc.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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It's only treated as illegal if they get taken to court over it. But if it beneCts the government, they don't care.
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nbox4me
Joined On 11/10/2010 8:07:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For decades the conservative reich wing has been chipping away at anti-monopoly protections. Unregulated capitalism is the

worst thing for capitalism. As contradictory as it is, this article is about one thing: capitalism out of control.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I design a new gadget and patent it, I just created a mini-monopoly. No one can copy my design, or they will face lawsuits. If it

appeals to the masses and sells, I become the next Elon Musk. What I buy with that wealth is my choice. When governments step

in and interfere with this American process (CHINA) you go from being capitalist to communist. So it's a slippery slope you tread

on when you try to interfere with free commerce. That's called a dictatorship. Behind every dictator (Putin, Xi, etc..) is a

MONOPOLY! That's exactly where we are right now. We have one foot out the door and the other foot is trailing close behind. Had

Hilary Clinton been elected we would already be there.

Trump was a major setback for the Marxist/Communist Left that disguises themselves as Democrats. Just look no further than

our northern border to see what I'm talking about. There you have a Karl Marx want-a-be (Justin Trudeau) freezing people's bank

accounts for attending a peaceful protest. If the republicans don't take back the house and the senate in Nov, or worse, LOSE

seats in both, we will be facing the same tyranny you're witnessing in places like Australia, China, and Canada. I won't back down

from my position. I've heard the Marxist suggest that healthcare and SSN beneCts be DENIED to anyone who refuses the mRNA

jabs.

I'm OK with that as long as I don't pay for either! I voted for Bush Jr because he said he would GIVE US THE OPTION to opt out of

both if we put that money into a 401K or IRA. He also said he would ABOLISH the IRS and go to a hat tax across the board! I'm

200% for that one. By doing that there's no need for work visa's for illegals coming in. Every time someone purchases something

they pay income taxes. Taxes-by-income, SSN, Medicare, Medicaid, Insurance, food stamps, and EBT cards are all Socialist

programs. Now we're talking free college??? I hope I'm dead before this happens.
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bilw1122
Joined On 5/26/2020 2:17:20 AM
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Does anyone know when the BBC was taken over by the government ? The news is now pure propaganda.
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM
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In support of Dr. Mercola's claims about killing people, look at lead that was added to gas for about 50 years which was a process

invented by Thomas Midgley Jr. who knew it would destroy everyone's health. He and is Cnancial backers all knew that lead was a

health hazard, in fact, the very invention made Midgley sick, and he had to take 7 months to recover. They put the lead into the gas,

anyway which killed around 100 million people and lowered the global IQ by at least 10 points. www.youtube.com/watch
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PerryPierce
Joined On 2/1/2007 1:35:26 PM
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And by the time they decided to remove lead from gasoline, they had several other poisons they would weave into the

environment. And once those poisons are removed, other toxins will take their place.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM
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Vec7512: What are you on about? Gas with lead was phased out back in the early 1980s because of laws passed by President

Jimmy Carter (Democrat) in the late 1970s. That was maybe 40 years ago. Ironically, it was pushed by the same

environmentalists you all hate.
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing. Sadly the misleaders have been throwing everything toxic at us for many years. Pesticides, fertilizers,

herbicides, vaccines, hu shots, denatured soil and plants, GMO's, drugs, processed foods, cigarettes, alcohol, heroin, crack,

hydroponic vegetables and fruits, glyphosate, giant wind turbines, 5G, and more. Now, we will take over and reverse all of this

nasty stuff with censored and suppressed inventions that can make everything "new" again. Cheers.
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Robin, as usual, you are VERY wrong! Jimmy Carter had nothing to do with lead being removed from gasoline. The EPA passed a

law in 1973 to reduce/remove lead in gasoline. That law went into effect in 1976. Jimmy Carter became president in 1977. Lead

wasn't oicially gone until 1996 via the Clean Air Act:

archive.epa.gov/epa/aboutepa/epa-takes-Cnal-step-phaseout-leaded-gaso.. .

Yes, up until 1996 you could still buy gasoline with lead. If you owned a car manufactured before 1973 you had little choice but to

use leaded gasoline or you would destroy the valve seats in the engine. So they gave it 20 years before pulling the plug. So those

unfortunate ones who can't afford a new tractor that runs on unleaded you have to treat your fuel with lead substitute. Maybe you

are confusing leaded paint with leaded gasoline????? Lead was banned in household paint in 1978.

I'm not sure if Jimmy Carter actually had anything to do with that since they OFFICIALLY removed lead in paint in 1971 in all

government housing facilities. So most residential houses built after 1971 had lead-free paint. My parent's bought a new house

in 1975 and it was a lead free house. But, I guess if you're desperate enough to give Jimmy Carter credit for something you could

say that lead was oicially gone in paint in 1978 and he was there in the White House when it happened.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Jam, you're wasting your breathe. Robin is probably repeating exactly what the public school system taught her. Since the Libs

don't have any real achievements to brag about, they have to try to take credit for what the Republicans did. BTW, you can still

buy leaded gasoline. It's just not legal for highway use. It's for racing and offraod use only. SUNOCO sells racing gas with lead. A

55gal drum of 120 octane leaded race gas will set you back at least $2,500. It's cheaper to just buy the additive and pour it into

some 93 octane unleaded.
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM
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I heard a member of the WEF announce the next phase of evolution. He said humans do not have souls. We are animals and electrons.

Our brains can be hacked and controlled by a computer. All our thoughts, emotions and perceptions will be controlled. All members of

the WEF are meglomaniacs and evil personiCed.
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SgtDonkey
Joined On 4/26/2022 10:12:16 AM
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Hope your wrong, but you are Right Thanks
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can't let them steal our joy - if they do, they win.  I protect my bubble as best I can - but then days like these come (like with

complaints from the injureds from the vax) and I'm like - Ugh!
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM
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I want to comment on the point about the middle class consuming a high-meat diet in the US. Do you know why? Because the U.S. is

poisoning our food supply by replacing natural seeds with genetically modiCed seeds. GMO wheat, soy, corn, etc. GMO food increases

obesity, plain and simple. So to lose weight, so many of us discovered that the low-carb, ketogenic diet is the only way out. People in

other countries can eat bread with no problem -- Once they come to the US and eat bread, they blow up! Americans don't want to be fat.

So the ones who could afford it eat a keto diet of meat, vegetables, and low-carb fruit. But if we were living in Europe for example, we

could eat bread, pasta, desserts, etc without becoming obese.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL...well with this 'mask charade' it is pretty easy to see 90% or more were "obedient to ****)  Yes.......like trained seals..billions donned

some sort of gizmo over their faces.......like a billion Mindless Idiots waddling around like penguins waddling billions of masks were

donned and some were made from rags .or places gave them out to make you 'conform' LOL..... Kinda shows who is a asskisser and

who isn't....Im sure vanguard or blackstore or blackpebble made a killing off mask sales.....and the scammer who made all them absurd

plastic cages and the stickers on the hoors and walls 2 metres apart make another killing.......LOL..and what does it get ya?? shows to

the NWOdour your just a laydown asskisser.who wants to LICK BOOTS ..........LOLOLOLOL
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mrrobb
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I went into a store last week and some guard grabbed my arm....directing me to put on some mask he was trying to get me to

donn..i stood back and told him "No.I wanna see you Put that mask on me" ...."And if you ever touch me again , I will own you"

 ......f**king guards think they are 'gifted ' ......lol....... I don't 'lick boots' for nobody...and at 76 I do sty in shape..and Joe leg lift of

600 ......very good .Old Man !!!!!!! LOL !!!!!!!!!!!!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Y'all, ignore robinlillian. ( S)he puts words in everyone's mouth that they were not saying or even thinking.  The person does not even

know that there are lions in the U.S. SpeciCcally called mountain lions, pumas, cougars or catamounts. I have seen the prints of one at

our cabin.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look at Casper State Park in CA, oh my gosh, there's mountain lions and cougars all over, not just CA, and reported mauling

incidences all over as well.  So that's weird. Hmmm...
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard that the crime being driven on us across the USA is because Biden wants to Federalize the police force, that way the police won't

protect your civil rights - they will follow what the government says.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday I was at a friend's house and her son and his wife showed up, they took all of her supplements, for "her own good", they left

only what the doctor had prescribed and told her so. I left before I lost control! And this morning I think, so what? the world is nuts and

it's that generation who will hurt, but they are doing it to themselves.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh lordy - what did she think about that? I think I might should lock mine up! That's so viscous - and so totally spot on to the

brainwashing going on! Ugh! Here, take this stupid pill brought to you by The Pharma! "Here honey, we need you dependent on

this until it gives you side effects and you end up on ten bottles in ten years - so we can shorten your life span and get you gone."

 BLAH!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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That was cruel of them
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m afraid of what I would’ve done if I had witnessed that! That’s absolutely horrible!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 4:52:48 PM
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't sound legal. Sounds abusive.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 1:32:59 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday I was listening to Alex Jones and he sounded like he thinks that we have lost the battle. I’m not giving up. Anyone else’s

thoughts on this?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:33:26 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ohhh don't say that! Can you share the link with me? :(

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 12:06:37 PM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure how to share it. Look up infowars and you will see everything he talks about. I don’t want to feel hopeless. I have pretty

much always seen the glass half full. I’m trying to be positive.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! Alex is giving up? That is a change. Dave Cullens has given up. Sort of. He's urging his fellow Irish to band together and try

to survive outside the new system till it collapses. Says the WEF system is unsustainable. I agree with him for a number of

reasons. But they will kill a lot of people and do a lot of damage beforehand. Damage control.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:30:21 PM
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.swaruu.org/transcripts/covid-vaccines-analyzed-by-taygetan-lab-com..
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

okay cybersoul.... so the vaxines are coming from space aliens....
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to get happy after reading this.
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You think housing is being squeezed now? Wait until Bidet and Co. allow another 14-to-16,000,000 more illegal aliens into the United

States … just like the 20,000,000 or more already here … all clamoring for YOUR houses and YOUR medical care and YOUR schools and

YOUR everything -- because, don't forget, they're going to be dependents of We The People Of The United States … for generations … All

of those stories about food shortages? They're going to get a lot worse … as will competition for every facet of life … and it's all going

according to THEIR plan …
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like it for sure.  The New World Order club is using a technique they've used around the world to destabilize countries.

Recall when Bush the W invaded Iraq -- the Crst thing done was to open all the prisons and release the convicts. Flooding society

with a people problem is destabilizing.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just for a change, enjoy. https://youtu.be/aGCdLKXNF3w
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've always liked that song.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:26:10 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love that song

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:40:18 AM
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1. Vanguard and BlackRock are mutual fund companies with index funds, etc. Vanguard is owned by its share holders--average people

investing for retirement or other goals. 2. House affordability has been an issue literally for decades. Houses have been getting more

expensive since maybe the early 1980s. Not news. History: Before WWII most people rented and home loans were rare to nonexistent.

Affordable home ownership was invented for WWII veterans. None of these beneCts existed until the 1930s Depression and FDR: Social

Security; Medicare; unemployment insurance. They were part of the New Deal.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know of anyone who had problems buying houses prior to the 2,000's. Today it's diicult to buy a house regardless of your

Cnancial status due to exactly what Dr. Mercola pointed out in today's article. Prior to the 2000's, if you had land and friends, you

could build your own house. It's the beauty of not living in the big cities. Both of by grandparents' houses are still standing today.

Neither of them went in debt to buy/build their house. They rented until they got to about the age of 25, then they paid cash for

the land, and then they used the timber on that land to build the house. Some people are still using this method to obtain home

ownership today.

For example, I cashed out my savings 27 years ago and built a small 1000sf house for under $30,000 on 3 acres I inherited. That

2bed/2bath is a rental property now generating a nice $600/month. I helped my father build the house he's living in today back in

1988. He cashed out his Walmart stock for $60,000.00 and we built his 1500sf, 3 bed/2 bath home with a 1500sf barn/shed and

had $10,000 left over. It helped that he already owned the land. I would have been 21 and he would have been 43. My friend

saved his money and bought a 16'x70' (1,120sf) foreclosed mobile home back in 1997 (age 26) and put it on a 1-acre lot his

grandfather gave him.

He just Cnished building a 40' x 60' detached garage with 16' ceiling to park/protect his 28' camper in. He paid cash for all of it.

It's not hard to accomplish these goals. You have to be willing to work and not go in debt. Home ownership used to be a way to

obtain wealth via equity. Today, most people never stay in one location long enough to pay off the interest in the house they

Cnanced. This is part of the reason for increased house prices. If you bought a house 5 years ago for $250K and now you're

moving, you probably owe more on the house today than when you bought it if you did a 30-year mortgage. You have to sell it for

$300K to break even.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Medicare signed into law by Lyndon B. Johnson in the 60s. Part of the New Deal? Utter BS.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The WEF Conversion Of Worldwide Slaves 2020 “You’ll own nothing” — And “you’ll be happy about it.” – Klaus Schwab

www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/conspiracy/klaus-schwab-says-you..  The Christian Conversion Of Negro Slaves 1711

“You’ll own nothing” — And “you’ll be happy about it.” – Bishop William Fleetwood https://youtu.be/Yvcj6ZthjSQ  The Truth Archive

www.bitchute.com/.../lD7sbsGBWjs3  Jay Dyer – The Globalist Tyranny We Saw With COVID Was Mild – April 25, 2022 – ANP While still

available watch/save especially the embedded Jay Dyer video overview summary of the big picture [updated for 2022]

allnewspipeline.com/The_Globalist_Tyranny_We_Saw_With_COVID_Was_Mild.p..  British Plans to Depopulate the World – February 22,

2020 – aim4truth.org aim4truth.org/2020/02/22/british-plans-to-depopulate-the-world/  Special Address: Rajiv Shah, President,

Rockefeller Foundation - https://youtu.be/yWKVliih5VM   Elon Musk, WEF Young Globalist Leader/Pied Piper How INBRAIN

Neuroelectronics develops graphene-based neural implants From Elon Musk’s NeuraLink to smartphone-powered ‘mobile mind control’,

neural implants have created a lot of buzz in recent years.  The hype is understandable – a device implanted inside the brain to manage

neuropsychiatric conditions sounds like science Cction, but advances in the Celd are coming in thick and fast.

www.medicaldevice-network.com/analysis/inbrain-neuroelectronics-graphe..
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Pappioso
Joined On 12/16/2021 2:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What proCt is there if you gain the whole world and lose your own soul? Their lives will end one day and they will have to give an

account of their lives. An eternity of regret awaits them
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PerryPierce
Joined On 2/1/2007 1:35:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out." I Tim. 6:7

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 6:41:04 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Perry, I have never seen a hearse pulling a U Haul trailer.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who is "they"? Blackrock and Vanguard are investment Crms, not people.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perry - excellent! Briana - Ya can't take it with ya! Jamnjim - good point - the workers might not see it but someone sees it ...

right?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe that's why the Elitists are so obsessed with never dying.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out." I Tim. 6:7" It's not the 'carrying nothing out' that

I'm concerned about; it's the 'what's left behind'.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are there any places to move retirement funds to that may NOT be part of this huge scheme? Any conservative funds?
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producingfreedom
Joined On 4/26/2022 7:19:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can move it to private silver-backed currency, order the warehouse certiCcates, keep it in the account, or order the silver

coins. A word of caution: Silver or gold coins (with the governments denomination on it, such as one dollar) is their property. In

1933, Roosevelt called in the gold. It could just as well been silver also.  It’s good for you to be considering solid alternatives.  I'm

from Venezuela. There was a time a few decades ago the Bolivar was nearly stronger than the dollar. Now, it has no value in the

international exchange market. And if that's not bad enough, hyper inhation made it basically worthless as a national currency.

My parents worked for the Govt.

university their entire careers and soon after they retired, their pension become worthless. What I tell people is turn your

soon-to-be worthless cash into things you will regret not buying when you had the money (and access) to acquire them. Invest

strategically in indispensable skills, basic resources, alternative currency, essential supplies, sustainable infrastructure and

natural health products.  I personally believe heirloom seeds, resilient skills and sustainable living infrastructure will become the

most valuable currency of the future. To those who have ears to hear, let them hear.  What will you do when the infrastructure you

use in your daily life starts failing or shuts down altogether? What will you do when having running water, internet, electricity,

gasoline and other fuels, and food feels like winning the lottery? What will you do when the money in the bank and the retirement

you’ve been saving is worth nothing? After 12+ years of actively pursuing more resilience in our lives, our recommendation still

remains the same: 

🛑

Stop thinking like a consumer.

✅

Start thinking like a producer.  Strategically invest in building skills sets, infrastructure and systems that will allow you to be

resilient and stand strong amidst the coming storms. Proverbs 22:3

🎯
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Precious metals. Heirloom seeds. Lots of dried food and equipment. Finish paying your mortage.
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pattipurk
Joined On 2/16/2011 9:34:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But God! Psalm 2:4," The One enthroned in Heaven laughs, the Lord scoffs at them!"
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PerryPierce
Joined On 2/1/2007 1:35:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This goes back further than 1976. It goes all the way back to when Adam hearkened unto the voice of his wife, Genesis 3:17.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

`Hump........nothing new......I posted here on mercola a year + ago the same information.........and even they all have one thing in

common...they are Jews or very Jew friendly....The meek will inherit the world.........yawn...... only one thing they have 'overlooked'

........and even their AI has not considered...........lol........................... Maybe more on this later........:)
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www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Cscher-speaks-jews
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

O)h I am sure some brainwashed are gonna cry and whine this posting , but I like to know and see the entire situation that  these

"teachers" are trying to Ram down throats of people... Even today being taught in schools is absurd....but these 'teachers" only

know or allowed to teach is what they have been TOLD TO KNOW..and must follow some “scientiCc coinages” called 'curriculum'

....which is mostly BS.....spewed out to sound like its a "fact" and it is NOT A FACT........
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visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interestingly, I was reading Psalm 24 this morning: "The earth is the LORD’s, and everything in it. The world and all its people belong to

him" I will never be owned by anyone other than Jesus who has bought me with the price of His suffering on the Cross for me.

Henceforth I belong in His Kingdom and not the present world-order! Yes, the bible tells us that there must be a consummation of the

present dark world-order, and I may even have to die for the priveledge of belonging to the true new world order which is the Kingdom of

God. But when Jesus comes to set up His world-order and restore all things to their original purpose, I will be there! Maranatha!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone said, "Bill Gates has more money than God." And it hit me. God owns everything Gates considers his. It's all on loan

from his Creator. I don't think He's pleased with how Gates has handled what He's placed in his hands. There will be Hell to pay

for Billy.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To pay attention now,then it wont cost you later,Let`s you put "question authority" on the front page.When the culture of dismiss has

taken more than the common 'man' will let go,like it has for too many centuarys,revolt starts.And looking at just how many souls,have

the GRACE of GOD ,working in their being,Are those who will stand at the end ,when the money pigs ,get their selves drug to hell,will

they realize the moment they DIE , they`re pennyless.Yes, we are a fallen planet,and too many don`t believe in eternal power that will

come when ready to pay accordingly,The last word and name we`ll see is JESUS CHRIST...
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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 Amen. Not enough people mentioning that name right now. They look for answers everywhere else, but fail to realize that

without Jesus, there won’t be peace or security. Lol. God’s Word has already told us what’s coming, and nobody seems to

understand or care. Religion has convinced the world that the Bible isn’t the Word of God. Nonbelievers look at the actions of

pedophile priests and wicked self-professing Christians and they dismiss the Bible without ever opening it. I’m tired of hearing

nonbelievers mock and scoff about God’s Word being a tool to manipulate and control, yet they have no idea what The Bible

actually teaches and they’re clearly referring to Religions, not the Bible itself.

Time is running short though… the following verses will apply to all of them if they don’t repent.  and with all deceivableness of

unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. that they all might

be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:10,12 Whether that deception has

already happened or whether it’s about to happen is debatable, but everyone who falls into the above category is eternally

screwed.

You don’t need a religion, or a priest/pastor/teacher in order to Cnd Jesus. You need a Bible and some quiet time to study it. If

you put in the time to study God’s Word, He will do the rest…. I love them that love me; and those that seek me early shall Cnd me.

Proverbs 8:17 Before the mountains were settled, before the hills was I brought forth: For whoso Cndeth me Cndeth life, and shall

obtain favour of the Lord. But he that sinneth against me wrongeth his own soul: all they that hate me love death. Proverbs

8:25,35-36
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This has all been predicted in biblical prophecy thousands of years ago. The problem Dr. Mercola describes can only be solved through

a Savior, a person who can and will bring justice and judgment for the evil and the good on earth. Our only remedy is putting our faith

and trust in Jesus Christ, we are helpless without him. He will deliver us from this evil and our own evilness if we call upon him for

salvation. He IS coming back soon to reign on earth as King of kings and Lord of lords and every knee will bow to him as Lord and

Creator, some to salvation, many to damnation.
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